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FILIPINO

1. Salamat.

2. Salamat po.

3. Maraming salamat.

4. Maraming salamat po.

ENGLISH

1. Thank you or Thanks (informal)

2. Thank you (formal)

3. Thank you very much (informal)

4. Thank you very much (formal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Salamat Thank you expression

Salamat Thanks (informal) expression

po Word indicating politeness particle

maraming very much, many adjective

Salamat po Thank you (formal) expression

Maraming salamat.
Thank you very much. 

(informal) expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Salamat sa tulong. 
"Thank you for the help."

Salamat sa rosas. 
"Thanks for the roses!"

Pakisara po ng bintana. 
"Please close the window."

Maraming tao sa tren. 
"There are many people in the 
train."

Salamat po, punong-guro. 
"Thank you, principal."

Maraming salamat, Maria. 
"Thank you very much, Maria."

GRAMMAR

Wherever your destination may be, manners are a must! And in this respect, the Philippines is 
no different. So in our very first lesson, we'll be taking a look at a survival phrase there is no 
excuse not to bring with you to the Philippines. Again, we'll stress this over and over, a little a 
bit of the language can go such a long way! 

With a hundred dialects and two officially recognized languages (Filipino and English) there 
are several ways of expressing thanks. Lets take a look at the most common ways of saying 
"thank you" in Filipino. As in many languages, there are formal and informal ways of showing 
thanks. 

In Filipino "Thank you" is salamat. The word salamat is the casual way of saying "thank you" or 
"thanks." Now in Filipino there are other ways to express one's gratitude. There is a formal way 
to do this. 

Let's take a look at the formal way. In Filipino the Formal way of expressing gratitude, e.g. 
"Thank you" is salamat po. This phrase is used among older people to show politeness and 
respect. 

On the other hand, for very special occasions when someone goes above and beyond the call 
of being kind, when someone is extremely generous, or at any other time you're extremely 
grateful, we have the following phrase to express gratitude: 

In Filipino the formal way of expressing gratitude, for example, "Thank you very much." is 
maraming salamat po. The first word maraming means "many." It is followed by salamat, which 
in English is "thanks" and it is then followed by po. Po has no equivalent word in English. Po is 
used in phrases as a sign of respect to older people. The entire phrase is maraming salamat po. 
The informal way of saying this phrase is maraming salamat. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1
 

Salamat is the Filipino word for "thank you." You may want to use a more formal phrase to 
express your gratitude, in this case salamat po is more appropriate. You would use salamat po 
if you were thanking someone older than you. In expressing extreme gratefulness you may 
use maraming salamat or "thank you very much." In exceptional circumstances, you may 
combine the three phrases at the same time: maraming salamat po. 

Quick Tip 2
 

The most typical way of saying "thank you" in Filipino is salamat. It is also the informal or the 
casual way of expressing your gratitude to someone you are comfortable with like friends or 
casual acquaintances. 
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FILIPINO

1. Walang anuman.

2. Walang anuman po.

ENGLISH

1. You're welcome.

2. You're welcome. (formal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

walang anuman “You're welcome” interjection

po Word indicating politeness particle

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Walang anuman, wala yon. 
"You're welcome, it was nothing."

Pakisara po ng bintana. 
"Please close the window."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we continue on with basic etiquette. Filipinos are exceptionably hospitable, and 
phrases of gratitude and those related are used at an extremely high frequency. During your 
travels in the Philippines, it is more probable you will hear, rather than use, the phrase "You're 
welcome." 

"You're welcome" in Filipino is walang anuman. Walang literally means "nothing" or "none" 
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and anuman means "anything" or "whatever"; Walang Anuman literally translated would be 
"it's nothing." 

If you are responding to a phrase of gratitude with someone older than you or with a stranger, 
walang anuman po is a more polite way to respond. Po is often used after a word or phrase in 
this way to make it more formal. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

When at a public market in the Philippines, it is customary for vendors to thank customers for 
their purchases. Competition is stiff and sellers are keen for repeat business! This is a perfect 
opportunity for you to respond in an informal way by saying walang anuman. You might even 
be able to get a cheaper price on some traditional Filipino goods by impressing vendors with 
your language skills! 
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FILIPINO

1. Pakisuyo.

2. Paki.

3. Ito pakisuyo.

4. Ayan pakisuyo.

ENGLISH

1. Please.

2. Please.

3. This please.

4. That please.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Ito pakisuyo. this, please. expression

ayan pakisuyo. that, please. expression

pakisuyo please interjection

ito this pronoun

iyan that pronoun

paki please adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Pakisuyo nga itong pera para sa anak kong 
babae. 
"Please give this money to my 
daughter."

Pakisuyo nga iyang libro. 
"Please hand over that book."

Isang tasang kape, pakiusap. 
"A cup of coffee, please."

Kanino ito? 
"Whose is this?"

Ano ito? 
"What's this?"

Ito, pakiusap. 
"This, please."

Iyang isang piraso ng keso ay hindi sa iyo. 
"That piece of cheese is not yours."

Paki sulat yon sa papel. 
"Please write that down on a paper”

Paki sundo ang kapatid mo. 
"Please pick up your sister/brother."

Isang tasang kape, pakiusap. 
"A cup of coffee, please."

GRAMMAR

This Survival Phrase will help you take matters into your own hands! In this lesson we'll take a 
look at "Please," as in asking for something. 

In Filipino "please" is pakisuyo. The most rudimentary way of using "please" is pointing at 
something while saying pakisuyo but let's try and build this up a bit, shall we? Let's start with 
the expression, "this please" which in Filipino is ito pakisuyo. In English, "this" comes before 
"please." In Filipino the word order is the same. In Filipino the word for "this," ito precedes 
pakisuyo. Let's take a look at the word for this. "This" in Filipino is ito and "please" in Filipino is 
pakisuyo. 

Looking at the word for "this," warrants a look at the word for "that" which is ayan and "please" 
is pakisuyo. The phrase "That please" is ayan pakisuyo. 

Pakisuyo is the Filipino word for "please." In the contemporary Philippines, the word itself has 
shortened. Most modern Filipinos would say paki instead of saying pakisuyo. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1 
 

Pakisuyo may be used either at the start of the phrase or at the end. For example, in Pakisuyo, 
akin na yung sombrero ko ("Please give me my hat") we have used pakisuyo at the start of the 
phrase. In ito po ang bayad ko, pakisuyo ("here is my payment, please take it") we have used 
pakisuyo at the end. 
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FILIPINO

1. Magandang umaga.

2. Magandang umaga po.

3. Magandang tanghali.

4. Magandang tanghali po.

5. Magandang hapon.

6. Magandang hapon po.

7. Magandang gabi.

8. Magandang gabi po.

ENGLISH

1. Good morning (informal)

2. Good morning (formal)

3. Good noon (informal)

4. Good noon (formal)

5. Good afternoon (informal)

6. Good afternoon (formal)

7. Good evening (informal)

CONT'D OVER
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8. Good evening (formal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

magandang umaga good morning expression

magandang gabi good evening expression

magandang tanghali good noon expression

umaga morning noun

magandang beautiful; good adjective

magandang hapon good afternoon expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Magandang umaga, nakatulog ka ba ng 
mahimbing? 
"Good morning, did you sleep 
well?"

Magandang gabi, mga binibini at ginoo. 
"Good evening, ladies and 
gentlemen."

Magandang tanghali sa lahat ng mga 
Binibini at Ginoo. 
"Good noon, ladies and 
gentlemen."

Ang batang lalaki ay gumigising sa 
umaga. 
"The boy wakes up in the morning."

Magandang umaga, nakatulog ka ba ng 
mahimbing? 
"Good morning, did you sleep 
well?"

Magandang umaga. 
"Good morning."

Magandang hapon, paano ako makakatulong? 
"Good afternoon, how can I be of service?"

GRAMMAR
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There are many ways of greeting people in the Philippines. Don't be surprised if you hear 
people greet each other with "hi" or "hello"; many English words entered the Filipino 
language during 50 years under US rule. But if you want to use the local lingo, here are a few 
tips for basic greetings. 

In Filipino, there are different greetings for different times of day. 

You would greet someone in the morning with magandang umaga ("good morning"). The first 
word magandang means "beautiful" or "graceful." 

Umaga means "morning." Around noon, you would say magandang tanghali which is literally 
"good noon" or "beautiful noon." Later in the day, you'd say magandang hapon "good 
afternoon" and at night, magandang gabi "good evening." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

Formal greetings, like many other formal phrases, are simply informal greetings with po 
attached. Thus, "good morning" is magandang umaga po, "good noon" is magandang 
tanghali po, "good afternoon" becomes magandang hapon po, and finally "good evening" is 
magandang gabi po. 
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FILIPINO

1. Paalam.

2. Sige mauna na ako.

3. Sige po mauna na ako.

ENGLISH

1. Goodbye.

2. Casual parting greeting

3. Polite parting greeting, literally "I'll go ahead"

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Paalam Goodbye expression

Sige po mauna na ako.
Farewell, I'll go ahead. 

(Formal) expression

po Word indicating politeness particle

Sige mauna na ako. Bye, I'll go ahead. expression

ako I, me pronoun

na
denotes the person or thing 

mentioned, indicated or 
understood

particle

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Paalam, mag-ingat. 
"Good bye, take care."

Sige po Lola, mauna na po ako. 
"Farewell Grandma, I'll go ahead."

Pakisara po ng bintana. 
"Please close the window."

Sige Maria, mauna na ako. 
"Bye, Maria, I'll go ahead."

Ako ay Pilipino. 
"I'm Filipino."

Ako ay si Maria. 
"I'm Maria."

Nakatira ako sa New York. 
"I live in New York."

Ilang taon ka na? 
"How old are you?"

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll introduce parting greetings. 

A parting expression that can be used for all occasions is paalam which literally means 
"goodbye." 

The formal way of parting or saying goodbye is sige po mauna na ako or literally "I'll go 
ahead." 

Let's take a look at the components. The first word sige has no equivalent in English. It is 
followed by po, which is a polite word that also has no English equivalent. Next is mauna 
which in English is "go ahead." Then comes na which means something like "already." It is 
followed by ako which means "me." All together, the phrase is sige po mauna na ako. 

In Filipino a more casual way of saying goodbye is sige mauna na ako. Basically we just 
removed the polite word po to make it casual. 

This phrase is used among friends, and in other casual situations, it is also used among close 
family members and relatives like cousins of the same age. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
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Although paalam is the word for "goodbye" in Filipino, it is not the most casual way of saying 
goodbye, and in fact it is very rare for Filipinos to use paalam. More common is the casual sige 
mauna na ako or its formal version, which is sige po mauna na ako. 
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FILIPINO

1. Saan ang banyo?

2. Saan po ang banyo?

3. Saan ang cr?

4. Saan po ang cr?

ENGLISH

1. Where is the bathroom? (informal)

2. Where is the bathroom? (formal)

3. Where is the bathroom? (informal)

4. Where is the bathroom? (formal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

ang the article

banyo bathroom noun

po Word indicating politeness particle

Saan ang banyo?
Where is the bathroom? 

(informal) expression

CR Comfort Room (restroom) noun

saan where adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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OO, gusto ko lalo na ang  Adobo. 
"Yes, I especially love Adobo."

Ang pangalan ko ay Jane Doe. 
"My name is Jane Doe."

Ang langit ay bughaw. 
"The sky is blue."

Paumanhin, saan ang banyo? 
"Excuse me, where is the 
bathroom?"

Pakisara po ng bintana. 
"Please close the window."

Paumanhin, saan ang banyo? 
"Excuse me, where is the 
bathroom?"

Saan ka natuto mag tagalog? 
"Where did you learn Filipino?"

Saan ka nakatira? 
"Where do you live?"

Taga saan ka ba? 
"Where are you from?"

Saan ang pagamutan? 
"Where is the hospital?"

GRAMMAR

In Filipino, the informal way to ask "where is the bathroom" is saan ang banyo or saan ang CR. 

Let's take a look at the components. The first word saan means "where." This is followed by 
ang, which in English is "the." Ang is then followed by banyo which means "bathroom." So to 
recap here, we have saan ang banyo. Literally this means "where is the bathroom." Another 
way of saying it, is saan ang CR. 

The abbreviation CR is derived from the term "comfort room" meaning "bathroom or 
restroom." It is in fact, more common for Filipinos to use the word CR rather than the Filipino 
word banyo. 

The formal way would be adding Filipino polite word po that has no English translation: Saan 
po ang banyo? Lets breakdown this phrase and start off with the first word. Saan means 
"where." Saan is followed by po, a Filipino polite word that has no English translation. Ang 
means "the" and the last word is banyo, in English "bathroom." Another formal way is saan po 
ang CR we just add the polite word po to make the phrase formal. 

Now when you finally get to the bathroom there may be one last hurdle. In some instances, 
only the Filipino words are written on the doors! What to do, what to do? The word for "men" is 
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Lalake. The word for "women" Babae. 

The word "bathroom" has many equivalents in Filipino. The English "where is the bathroom" 
might be understood in some parts of the Philippines, but in some areas it won't be 
understood. The formal way, saan po ang banyo would be appropriate in most situations, as 
you will usually be addressing a stranger. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

It is common to use the abbreviation CR which means "comfort room"; in fact it is the most 
common word for "bathroom" in the Philippines. So saan po ang CR would be most effective, 
although "restroom" "ladies room" "comfort room" "washroom" or "toilet" are also used. 
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FILIPINO

1. Hindi ko maintindihan.

2. Hindi ko po maintindihan.

ENGLISH

1. I don't understand. (informal)

2. I don't understand. (formal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

hindi no, not, don't, can't adverb

ko my pronoun

maintindihan understand verb

Hindi ko po maintindihan. I don’t understand. (Formal) expression

Hindi ko maintindihan. I don’t understand. (Informal) phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Hindi ko masundan ang sinasabi mo. 
"I can’t follow what you are saying.”

Sinabi ko ng "Hindi"! 
"I said 'No'!"

Ang pangalan ko ay Miko. 
"My name is Miko."

Ang pangalan ko ay Maria Santos. 
"My name is Maria Santos."
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Ang pangalan ko ay Maria. 
"My name is Maria."

Naiintindihan ng mga estudyante sa 
elementarya ang tanong. 
"The elementary school students 
understand the question."

Naiintindihan ko ang iyong 
nararamdaman. 
"I understand how you feel."

Hindi ko po maintindihan kung anong 
nangyayari. 
"I don't understand what is 
happening."

Hindi ko maintindihan ang sinasabi mo. 
"I don't understand what you're saying."

GRAMMAR

We have to make a confession. Filipino is hard. Despite our best efforts, you won't be chatting 
away with the locals for a long time. In situations when the language is coming at you hard 
and fast, instead of blankly smiling and nodding, say this Survival Phrase loudly and clearly. In 
this lesson we will learn "I don't understand." 

"I don't understand" is going to be a very useful Survival Phrase because most of the time, 
maybe even almost 100% of the time, you won't understand. While there are similarities 
between English and Filipino, in the beginning there will likely be an adjustment period 
during which your ears get used to the language. 

In Filipino "I don't understand" is hindi ko maintindihan. The first word hindi means "no" or 
"not." This is followed by ko, which in English is "my." It is followed by maintindihan which 
means "understand." So to recap here, we have hindi ko maintindihan. Literally this means "I 
don't understand." It is difficult if we try to understand each word on its literal meaning but if 
these words are combined, the meaning is changed. 

Another way to express "I don't understand." is hindi ko po maintindihan. This is the formal 
version, of the earlier Survival Phrase. The first word hindi means "no" or "not." It is followed by 
ko, which in English is "my." Next comes the polite word po, the polite Filipino word with no 
English equivalent. It is followed by maintindihan which means "understand." So to recap 
here, we have hindi ko po maintindihan. Literally this means "I don't understand." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1 
 

Hindi ko po maintindihan is the formal way to say "I don't understand," and hindi ko 
maintindihan is used in more intimate situations. You might use this when someone gives you 
directions that you don't quite follow. Or a Filipino might mistake you for another Filipino, and 
ask you for directions. In any such situation, you should say "I don't understand" which means 
hindi ko maintindihan in Filipino. 

Quick Tip 2 
 

You should always use the more respectful Hindi ko po maintindihan when speaking with the 
elderly. Is important for Filipinos to treat their elders with respect; the addition of the word po 
elevates the listener to a level above the speaker. 
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FILIPINO

1. Marunong ka ba mag Ingles?

ENGLISH

1. Can you speak English? (Informal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

mo you pronoun

marunong to know verb

ba particle for making question particle

Ingles English noun

po Word indicating politeness particle

ka you (singular) pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Maaari mo ba akong tulungan? 
"Can you help me?"

Marunong ako magbasa ng Intsik. 
"I know how to read Chinese."

Saan ka ba pupunta? 
"Where are you going?"

Ako ay nag-aral ng Ingles sa isang 
unibersidad. 
"I've studied English at the 
university."

Pakisara po ng bintana. 
"Please close the window."

Nakita ka ni Maria. 
Maria saw you.
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Nakipag kilala ka ba? 
"Did you introduce yourself?”

Pwedeng pakilakasan ang iyong boses? 
"Can you speak louder, please?"

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll cover another extremely important survival phrase, "Can you speak 
English?" Using this phrase as opposed to speaking English at someone is important for many 
reasons. For one if the party you're speaking to doesn't understand English, at least they'll be 
able to understand what you're asking. Furthermore, it shows a lot respect to show that you 
took the effort to learn even a little bit of the language, and for these reasons and many more, 
we're 
going to cover this phrase. 

In Filipino "Can you speak English" is marunong ka ba mag English. The first word marunong 
means "know" as in "understand." This is followed by ka, which in English is "you" (singular). It 
is followed by ba which makes the sentence a question. Next comes mag which has no 
English equivalent. Finally, we have "English" which means "English." So all together we have 
marunong ka ba mag English. Literally this means "do you know how to speak English." 

Now let's try a different language. How about Chinese? "Can you speak Chinese" is marunong 
ka ba mag Intsik. Here just the word for the language changes. The rest is the same. 

Nowadays in the Philippines English is studied at schools, so the number of speakers is 
increasing; however, there are still many people who don't speak English. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

Many visitors are surprised to hear how much English is used in modern Filipino culture. If you 
have a chance, turn on the TV or listen to the radio during your stay; you will be surprised at 
how much you will understand. "English" and "Chinese" are two words out of many that have 
entered the modern Filipino language. 

Quick Tip 2 
 

Marunong ka ba mag Ingles? is the most common way of asking "Can you speak English?" 
Marunong ka ba mag English? is also acceptable. The formal way of asking the question "can 
you speak in English?" is marunong po ba kayo mag Ingles? or marunong po ba kayo mag 
English? Always try to use the formal way when speaking to elderly people. 
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FILIPINO

1. Pakiulit po ng sinabi mo?

2. Pakibagalan po.

ENGLISH

1. Can you please say it again? (Formal)

2. Slowly please.(Formal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

pakiulit Please repeat interjection

nga
particle expressing 

confirmation particle

ano what interjection

iyon
pronoun referring to things 

or people pronoun

ulit to repeat verb

pakibagalan Slowly please verb

konti a bit adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Pakiulit ang sagot. 
"Please repeat the answer."

Sabi ko na nga ba, siya yon! 
"I knew it, that's her (him)!"
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Ano ang gusto mong kainin sa almusal? 
"What would you like for 
breakfast?"

Iyon ba ang misis niya? 
"Is that his wife?"

Maaari mo bang ulitin ang pangungusap? 
"Could you repeat the sentence?"

Pakiulit ng dahan-dahan, pakiusap? 
"Repeat slowly, please."

Pakisikipan ng konti. 
"Please tighten it a bit."

GRAMMAR

Sometimes people will overestimate your Filipino level. Sometimes people will forget that 
you're a learner and will speak too quickly for you to understand. Armed with this Survival 
Phrase, you'll have no problem asking that fast-talking acquaintance "can you say it again?" or 
"slowly please." 

In Filipino "Once again please" is pakiulit nga po. The first word pakiulit means "please 
repeat." It is followed by nga, which has no English translation but is inherent to the subject; it 
expresses a confirmation. This is followed by the polite word po that has no English translation. 
So to recap here, we have pakiulit nga po. Literally this means "please repeat" but in the given 
situation it means "once again please." 

At times, even repetition of what is said isn't enough to understand the speaker, as the words 
are still too fast. For instances like this, you can use the phrase "slowly please." In Filipino it is 
pakibagalan po. It is followed by the polite Filipino word po, which has no English translation. 
So to recap here, we have pakibagalan po which means "slowly please." 

These phrases can be used together: "Once again please. Slowly please": pakiulit ng mabagal 
po. Pakiulit ng mabagal po. 

Another option is "Can you say it again?" which in Filipino is pakiulit po ng sinabi mo. The first 
word pakiulit means "please repeat." It is followed by Filipino polite word po that has no 
English translation. Po is then followed by ng which in English is "of." Then comes sinabi 
which means "said." Then comes mo which means "your." So to recap here, we have pakiulit 
po ng sinabi mo. Literally this means "Please repeat what you have said." 

This can be used together with "Slowly please" to make "Can you say it again slowly please?" 
which is pakiulit po ng mabagal ang sinabi mo. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1 
 

When using these phrases please be very careful to always use the polite word po because 
these phrases are asking for something, and you will need to sound polite and full of respect. 
These phrases are very helpful if you are trying to get directions from someone and its just 
hard for you to understand what they are trying to say. 

Quick Tip 2 
 

In instances when you want the speaker to speak slowly you can say pakibagalan po which 
means "slowly please." This phrase can also be said pakibagalan po ng konti, literally "a bit 
slowly please." If the speaker does slow down, don't forget to say salamat ("thanks," our 
Survival Phrase from lesson 1). 
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FILIPINO

1. Pasensya na.

2. Pasensya na po.

3. Paumanhin.

4. Paumanhin po.

5. Kinalulungkot ko.

6. Kinalulungkot ko po.

ENGLISH

1. I'm sorry. (informal)

2. I'm sorry. (formal)

3. I'm sorry. (traditional informal)

4. I'm sorry. (traditional formal)

5. I'm so sorry. (informal)

6. I'm so sorry. (formal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class
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Paumanhin I’m sorry (traditional 
informal) expression

ko my pronoun

pasensya patience expression

na now; already particle

kinalulungkot sorry verb

paumanhin apology expression

po
word indicating politeness 

(sir/ma’am) particle

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Paumanhin po. Makikiraan lang po. 
"Excuse me. Coming through."

Pasensya na, hindi ko na uulit in. 
"I'm sorry, I won't  do it  again."

Ang pangalan ko ay Miko. 
"My name is Miko."

Ang pangalan ko ay Maria Sant os. 
"My name is Maria Santos."

Ang pangalan ko ay Maria. 
"My name is Maria."

Pasensya, hindi kit a nakit a. 
"I’m sorry, I did not  see you."

Kumain ka na ba?  
"Have you eaten already?"

Kamust a ka na?  
"How are you?"

Ilang t aon ka na?  
"How old are you?"

Kinalulungkot  ko po. 
"I'm so sorry." (f ormal)

Paumanhin, di ko sinasadya. 
"I'm sorry, I don't  mean to of f end 
you."

Magandang araw po. 
"Good day [sir/ma’am]"

Pakisara po ng bint ana. 
"Please close the window."
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GRAMMAR

There are numerous ways to say "I'm sorry" in Filipino. Aside from the informal and formal 
ways, there is even the traditional and the modern way. The modern way of saying "I'm 
sorry" is widely spoken among Filipinos nowadays, in fact you will rarely hear the traditional 
version. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick T ip 1 
 

Paumanhin is the traditional way of saying "I'm sorry" in Filipino, but is rarely used in 
contemporary society. Pasensya na is the most common way of saying "I'm sorry" among 
Filipinos. Literally, pasensya is "patience," but when combined with na it means "I'm sorry." 
At times when you feel mournful or extremely sorry for the situation the phrase kinalulungkot 
ko ("I'm so sorry") is more appropriate. 

Quick T ip 2  
 

You may add po to the end of any of the above phrases to make them sound polite and 
formal: paumanhin po (the traditional "I'm sorry") pasensya na po ("I'm sorry" in 
contemporary Filipino) and kinalulungkot ko po ("I'm so sorry"). 
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FILIPINO

1. Ilan sila?

2. Ilan po sila?

3. isa

4. dalawa

5. tatlo

6. apat

7. lima

ENGLISH

1. How many are you? (informal)

2. How many are you? (formal)

3. one

4. two

5. three

6. four

7. five

VOCABULARY
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Filipino English Class

isa one numeral

ilan how many adverb

dalawang two numeral

po Word indicating politeness particle

tatlo three numeral

apat four numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Pwede pengeng isang cape. 
"Can I have one coffee please."

1 (isang) buwan. 
"For 1 month."

Piso ang isa. 
"PhP1 per piece."

Ilang tao ang pumunta sa iyong salu-salo? 
"How many people are in your 
party?"

Dalawang tao ay nag-uusap. 
"Two people are talking."

Pakisara po ng bintana. 
"Please close the window."

Gusto ko bumili nang tatlong libro. 
"I want to buy three books."

Ika-tatlo ng. 
"It's three o'clock."

Mananatili ako sa Maynila para sa apat na 
araw. 
"I'll stay in Manila for four days."

Mayroon apat na upuan sa kuwarto. 
"There are four chairs in the room."

GRAMMAR

There is a wide variety of Philippine food, and your job as a visitor is to eat as much of as many 
things as possible! However, before you start eating you have to get the table! So in today's 
lesson we'll cover getting to the table in restaurant. As for ordering...well, you'll just have to 
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hang on until next week. 

Now usually the first question you'll be asked is "How many are you?" which in Filipino is ilan 
po sila? The first word ilan means "how many." It is followed by po, which is again a polite 
word in Filipino that has no particular translation in English, then followed by sila which in 
English is "they." So to recap "How many are you" is ilan po sila in Filipino. And then we have 
the informal way of asking the question ilan sila. As you may have noticed we have taken off 
the polite word po to make the question informal. 

Now let's go over how to answer. 

Let's just recap numbers here: isa, dalawa, tatlo, apat, lima, where isa is "one," then dalawa 
which is "two" in English, tatlo is "three," apat is "four" and lima is "five." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

Filipinos are polite and respectful people thats why it is normal for people to address guests 
and customers as "sir" and "ma'am." Upon entering a restaurant, the first question that usually 
pops out is "how many are you" which is ilan po sila. The question is usually ended by 
addressing you "sir" or "ma'am." An example would be like this, ilan po sila sir? or ilan po sila 
maam? And then respond as to how many people do you have; if you are four then you say 
apat in Filipino. 

Quick Tip 1 
 

Filipinos use a lot of body gestures, using movement of eyes, lips and hands to show 
meaning. Some of them are universal: calling the waiter is done by raising a hand and 
waving, a smile and a nod is "yes." But some are local, and might not be immediately obvious 
to foreigners. If your waiter answers your question with raised eyebrows, this is a Filipino body 
gesture for "yes." 
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FILIPINO

1. Bawal ang paninigarilyo.

2. Puwedeng manigarilyo.

ENGLISH

1. Non Smoking.

2. Smoking.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

saan where adverb

Bawal ang paninigarilyo Non-smoking expression

puwedeng manigarilyo Smoking adjective

dito here adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Saan ka natuto mag tagalog? 
"Where did you learn Filipino?"

Saan ka nakatira? 
"Where do you live?"

Taga saan ka ba? 
"Where are you from?"

Saan ang pagamutan? 
"Where is the hospital?"
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Mama, bawal manigarilyo dito. 
"Mister, you're not allowed to 
smoke here."

Miss, puwede ba manigarilyo dito? 
"Miss, can I smoke here?"

Pakiusap, bawal magsigarilyo dito. 
"Please do not smoke here."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll cover getting a table in the section of the restaurant you want. In the 
Philippines smoking in restaurants is still accepted, but there are occasions when you can ask 
for a non-smoking seat. Or, perhaps you would like a smoking seat. Either way let's cover that 
first. 

Now remember when you enter a restaurant you'll hear "Welcome." This will likely be 
followed by one of the following. 

"Non-smoking" in Filipino is Bawal ang paninigarilyo. The first word bawal means "forbidden." 
It is followed by ang, which in English is "the." It is followed by paninigarilyo which means 
"smoking." 

"Smoking" is puwedeng manigarilyo. The first word puwedeng has no exact equivalent, but 
does imply a positive note though like "can smoke." It is followed by manigarilyo, which in 
English is "smoking." 

You can answer in English either "smoking" or "non smoking" depending on your choice, 
because Filipinos don't use the Filipino way of asking these questions. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

It is important that you don't use the native Filipino term for "Smoking" and "Non Smoking." 
You might get laughed at! Filipinos are more comfortable saying either "Smoking" or "Non 
Smoking" than using the traditional Filipino way. The English term has entered the Filipino 
language that the old Filipino terms are rarely used. The only instance that you would use the 
Filipino is in conversation: to ask "where can I smoke here" you may say saan ako puwede 
manigarilyo dito. 
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FILIPINO

1. Ano ang mairerekomenda mo?

2. Ito pakisuyo.

3. Ano ang pinakamasarap dito?

ENGLISH

1. What can you recommend?

2. This please.

3. What is the most delicious here?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

pinakamasarap most delicious phrase

serbidor waiter or waitress noun

ito this pronoun

Ito pakisuyo. this, please. expression

mairerekomenda to recommend verb

pakisuyo please interjection

ano what adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Ang pinakamasarap na past illas sa 
Pilipinas ay mabibili sa Bulacan at  
Laguna. 
T he best  candied milk in the 
Philippines can be bought  in 
Bulacan and Laguna.

Wait er , isang t ubig nga. 
"Waiter, one glass of  water 
please."

It o ang aking bag. 
"T his is my bag."

Ano it o?  
"What 's this?"

It o, pakiusap. 
"T his, please."

Pakisuyo nga it ong pera para sa anak 
kong babae. 
"Please give this money to my 
daughter."

Anong marerekomenda ninyo?  
"What  do you recommend?"

Isang t asang kape, pakiusap. 
"A cup of  cof f ee, please."

Ano kaya it o?  
"I wonder what  this is?"

Ano ang pangalan mo?  
"What  is your name?"

Ano ang gust o mong kainin sa almusal?  
"What  would you like for breakfast?"

GRAMMAR

Today we'll cover getting by at the table. First you may have to get a hold of the staff. You 
can accomplish this by saying: "Waiter" or "Waitress." English is one of the national 
languages of the Philippines therefore, if you want to get a hold of the staff you can just say 
"waiter" or "waitress." 

Once at the waiter or waitress comes to your table, you can go with the standard point and 
"This please." 

In Filipino "This please." is ito pakisuyo. The first word ito means "this." It is followed by 
pakisuyo, which in English is "please." 
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Now if you're feeling ambitious, you could go for "What do you recommend?" 

In Filipino "What do you recommend?" is Ano ang mairerekomenda mo? The first word ano 
means "what." It is followed by ang, which in English is "the." It is followed by mairerekomenda 
which means "recommend." It is followed by mo in English "your." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick T ip 1 
 

You can get the waiter or waitress' attention by using the English "waiter" or "waitress." 
These terms are in everyday use in Filipino. The other word used in the Philippines is serbidor; 
this is from the Spanish word for waiter, but the English "waiter" or "waitress" is more 
common. 

Quick T ip 2  
 

After you have decided what to order, you can say "this please" or ito pakisuyo. If you aren't 
sure what to choose, you can ask the waiter for his opinion, with ano ang mairerekomenda mo 
or "what can you recommend." If you want to ask "what is the most delicious here" you may 
say ano ang pinakamasarap dito. 
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FILIPINO

1. Pakikuha ng bill.

2. Masarap

3. Salamat

4. Masarap ang pagkain nyo'

5. Pakikuha

6. Ang

7. Pagkain

8. Ninyo

ENGLISH

1. Check please.

2. Delicious

3. Thank you

4. Your food is delicious.

5. Please get

6. The

7. Food

CONT'D OVER
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8. Your

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Salamat Thank you expression

pakibalot please pack expression

pakikuha please get expression

bill bill noun

ng to particle

sarap delicious adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Salamat sa tulong. 
"Thank you for the help."

Pakibalot ang pagkain. 
"Please pack the food."

Pakikuha ng isang tasang kape. 
"Please get me one cup of coffee."

Magkano ang bill? 
"How much is the bill?"

Pupunta ako ng Amerika. 
"I'm going to America."

Itong sabaw ay masarap. 
"This soup is delicious."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll cover getting out of the restaurant. First you may have to get a hold of the 
staff. Again you can accomplish this by saying "waiter" or "waitress." Once at your table, you 
can ask for the check. 

In Filipino "Check please" is pakikuha ng bill. The first word pakikuha means "please get." It is 
followed by ng, which has no English equivalent. It is followed by bill which is an English 
word. 
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Now if you'd like to tell them how good the food is or if you're eating with someone and you 
want to let them know how good you feel the food is you can say: masarap, which means 
"delicious." 

Don't forget to say thank you, and remember you may say the informal way of expressing 
gratitude, which is salamat. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

If you have food leftover and you want it to take it home, say pakibalot which literally means 
"please pack." You will need to point to what you want to take home. 

Quick Tip 2 
 

The Filipino language reflects the complexity of its history. In many situations, Spanish or 
English words can be used, especially in restaurants. 
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FILIPINO

1. Maligayang pagdating.

2. Maligayang pagdating po.

3. Salamat.

4. Salamat po.

ENGLISH

1. Welcome. (informal)

2. Welcome. (formal)

3. Thanks. (informal)

4. Thanks. (formal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Maligayang pagdating po Welcome! (Formal) expression

maligaya joyful; happy adjective

pagdating arrival noun

Salamat Thank you expression

Salamat po Thank you (formal) expression

Maligayang pagdating! Welcome! expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Maligayang pagdating po sa Pilipinas! 
"Welcome to the Philippines!"

Maligayang bati! 
"Happy birthday!"

Pagdating ng bagahe, pakitago sa kabinet. 
"When the bags arrive, please keep 
it inside the cabinet."

Salamat sa tulong. 
"Thank you for the help."

Salamat po, punong-guro. 
"Thank you, principal."

Maligayang pagdating sa Manila! 
"Welcome to Manila!"

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll cover a greeting you'll hear when you enter a business establishment. 

In Filipino the polite or formal greeting when entering a place of business is maligayang 
pagdating po. The first word maligayang means "joyful" or "happy." It is followed by pagdating, 
which in English is "arrival." Next is po which is a polite word in Filipino and has no equivalent 
in English. 

In Filipino, the informal welcome greeting is maligayang pagdating. The first word maligayang 
means "joyful" or "happy." It is followed by pagdating, which in English is "arrival." 

It is only natural for you to react, if someone has greeted you or has welcomed you in a place 
and the natural way of reacting to the situation is to say "thanks." which is salamat in Filipino. 
Salamat is the informal way of saying "thanks" in Filipino and the formal way is salamat po. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

The formal way of greeting guests to welcome them in a Business Establishment is maligayang 
pagdating po but you won't hear this very often; people will greet you by saying "welcome." 
Most of the time people will greet you in English rather than Filipino because English is widely 
spoken in the Philippines. 
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FILIPINO

1. Isang tao.

2. Dalawang tao.

ENGLISH

1. One person.

2. Two people.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

apat four numeral

na
denotes the person or thing 

mentioned, indicated or 
understood

particle

lalaki boys, male, men noun

babae girls, female, women noun

dalawang two numeral

isa one numeral

na now; already particle

tatlo three numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Mananatili ako sa Maynila para sa apat na 
araw. 
"I'll stay in Manila for four days."

Mayroon apat na upuan sa kuwarto. 
"There are four chairs in the room."

Ilang taon ka na? 
"How old are you?"

Ang batang lalaki ay nagbukas ng pintuan. 
"The boy opened the door."

Mayroon akong kapatid na babae. 
"I have a sister."

Ang lalaki ay Amerikano, at ang babae ay 
Aleman. 
"The man is American, and the 
woman is German."

Dalawang tao ay nag-uusap. 
"Two people are talking."

Pwede pengeng isang cape. 
"Can I have one coffee please."

1 (isang) buwan. 
"For 1 month."

Piso ang isa. 
"PhP1 per piece."

Kamusta ka na? 
"How are you?"

Ilang taon ka na? 
"How old are you?"

Ika-siyam at labinlimang minuto na. 
"It's already 9.15."

Gusto ko bumili nang tatlong libro. 
"I want to buy three books."

Ika-tatlo ng. 
"It's three o'clock."

GRAMMAR

It is interesting to note that Filipino counting numbers basically follow Spanish and Malay root 
words. Although the English way of counting numbers is widely used, some people are 
comfortable using either the Spanish or Malay root words. 

In Filipino counting is very straightforward so let's jump right in. 
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1 - isa 
2 - dalawa 
3 - tatlo 
4 - apat 
5 - lima 
6 - anim 
7 - pito 
8 - walo 
9 - siyam 
10 - sampu 
0 - sero 

Counting things in Filipino is very straightforward 

The number is followed by the thing. For example, one person is isang tao. The number (isa) 
comes first followed by the thing, in this case people (tao) and nouns have singular and plural 
forms therefore, if there are 2 people, dalawang tao. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

Counting in Filipino follow the same order as to counting in English, number comes first 
followed by the thing or person. Lets take this example, if you want to say "four girls", you can 
accomplish this by saying apat na babae, If you want to say "five boys" you can accomplish this 
by saying limang lalake. Numbers used were apat and lima; these numbers are Malay root 
numbers. 

Quick Tip 2 
 

When counting money PhP10 and below, Filipinos use the Malay root words, while when 
counting money from PhP11 and up, Filipinos use Spanish root words. It is interesting to know 
that when counting things in Filipino, Malay root words are often used compared to Spanish 
root words. Also when counting things or people in thousands, Malay root words are often 
used, especially by Tagalog speakers. 
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FILIPINO

1. Magkano?

2. Magkano ito?

3. Magkano po ito?

4. Magkano iyan?

5. Magkano po iyan?

ENGLISH

1. How much? (informal)

2. How much is this? (informal)

3. How much is this? (formal)

4. How much is that? (informal)

5. How much is that? (formal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Magkano po iyan? How much is that? (Formal) expression

Magkano po ito? How much is this? (Formal) expression

Magkano ito? How much is this? (Informal) expression

ito this pronoun
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iyan that pronoun

magkano how much expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Magkano po iyang mangga? 
"How much is that mango?"

Magkano po itong buko? 
"How much is this coconut?"

Paumanhin, magkano ito? 
"Excuse me, how much is this?"

Kanino ito? 
"Whose is this?"

Ano ito? 
"What's this?"

Ito, pakiusap. 
"This, please."

Iyang isang piraso ng keso ay hindi sa iyo. 
"That piece of cheese is not yours."

Magkano ito? 
"How much is this?"

Paumanhin. magkano iyan? 
"Excuse me, how much is that?"

GRAMMAR

In Filipino, "how much" is magkano. Depending on your spending habits, this may be an 
extremely high frequency phrase! 

The most rudimentary way of using "how much" is pointing at something while saying 
magkano, but let's try and build this up a bit, shall we? Let's start with the expression, "How 
much is this?" Which in Filipino is magkano ito? The first word magkano means "how much." 
It is followed by ito, which in "English"is "this one." Magkano ito literally means "how much is 
this." 

Looking at the word for "this" warrants a look at the word for "that," which is iyan. The phrase 
"How much is that?" is magkano iyan? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 
 

We add the Filipino polite word po to make the phrases polite or formal. For "how much," say 
magkano po, for "how much is this" we have magkano po ito? and for "how much is that" you 
may say magkano po iyan? The best time to use the polite way is in situations where you are 
dealing with elderly. 
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FILIPINO

1. Paki bawasan naman.

2. Pahingi naman ng tawad.

3. Mahal masyado.

4. Mataas masyado.

ENGLISH

1. Lower the price please.

2. Please give me a lower price.

3. Too expensive.

4. Too high.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

pakibawasan please lower expression

naman
accordingly; the same 

manner; likewise; similarly adverb

mahal expensive adjective

bawasan to lower; decrease verb

mataas high adjective

masyado too adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Pakiusap, pakibaba ang presyo ng mga 
pakwan. 
"Please lower the price of the 
watermelons."

Pareho naman kami ng gusto. 
"We both like the same things."

Ito ay mahal masyado. 
"It is too expensive."

Paki bawasan naman. 
"Lower the price please."

Iyon ay mataas masyado. 
"That is too high."

Ito ay mahal masyado. 
"It is too expensive."

GRAMMAR

This lesson's phrase is used when you're at one the most exciting places in any country 
around the world, the market! 

When you come to the Philippines one of the most interesting and fun things to do is haggle 
at the market! So when you're at the market and talking prices, there is another phrase that will 
come in very handy! That phrase is "Lower the price please." 

In Filipino "lower the price please" is paki bawasan naman. The first word paki means "please." 
It is followed by bawasan, which in English is "decrease" or reduce." It is followed by naman 
which is used for emphasis. So to recap everything, altogether we have pakibawasan naman 
which literally this means "please reduce." 

Another phrase that can be used in combination with this is "too expensive." which in Filipino 
is mahal masyado. The first word mahal means "expensive." It is followed by masyado which in 
English is "too." Mahal masyado in English is "too expensive." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 

 

If you want the price to be lowered, you may ask the salesperson pahingi naman ng tawad 
which means "please give me a lower price." You might also say mataas masyado which 
means "too high." 
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VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

piso PhP1 numeral

lima PhP5 noun

limang piso PhP5 or 5 pesos numeral

doce Php12 numeral

dose mil Php12,000 numeral

sampu ten numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Piso ang isa. 
"PhP1 per piece."

Limang piso kada araw. 
"5 Philippine Pesos per day."

Limang piso 
"It's five pesos."

Limang piso hanggang Cubao. 
"5 Philippine pesos to get to 
Cubao."

Dose mil kada buwan.

"12,000 PhP per month."

Gusto ko ng sampung mangga

"I would like ten mangoes!"

Ako ay nagsimula ng trabaho ng ika-sampu ng. 
"I start work at ten o'clock."

GRAMMAR

Peso is the currency of the Philippines, known as piso in Filipino, and its currency code PHP 
or PhP. Bank Notes come in P20, P50, P100, P200,P500 and P1,000 denominations while coins 
come in C5, C10, C25, P1, P5 and P10. 

As of 2012 the exchange rate is roughly Php41 to one US dollar and roughly Php51 to one 
Euro. 
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Let's first go over how to say large numbers in Filipino. We covered 1 to 10 in a previous 
lesson.To recap: "One" is isa, "two" is dalawa, "three" is tatlo, "four" is apat, "five" is lima, "six" 
is anim, "seven" is pito, "eight" is walo, "nine" is siyam, and "ten" is sampu. 

For numbers above 10, there are two different ways of counting: the Malay or Spanish way. It is 
more common to hear Filipinos use the Spanish-based counting numbers when counting 
money. 

Roman Numeral  Spanish Root  Malay Root

10  diyes  sampu

20  beynte  dalawampu

30  trenta  tatlumpu

40  kwarenta  apatnapu

50  singkwenta  limampu

60  sesenta  animnapu

70  sitenta  pitompu

80  otsenta  walumpu

90  nubenta  siyamnapu

100  siyento  isang daan

When counting money from the Malay word is used for 1 to 10. 

For numbers above 10, the Spanish is used. 
 For example you need to pay five pesos, you would need to say limang piso, using the Malay 
word for five, lima. 

If you need to pay 53 pesos, you would need to say singkwentay tres. So if you needed to pay 
53 pesos, the store clerk would say, singkwentay tres. What coins would you use to pay 68 
pesos? Well, you can combine one 50 peso bill, a 10 peso coin, a five peso coin and three one 
peso coins. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
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The same denominations are used in the whole country denominations below one peso are 
still issued but are not in wide use. If you come across with the Philippine money you will 
notice that it depicts faces of the national heroes and the presidents of the country. Each 
denomination depicts a historical hero or a president. The bills come in colors, with each 
denomination having its own color. One good example would be the 20 peso bill, which is 
orange and depicts President Manuel L. Quezon, the first Commonwealth President. On the 
reverse you can see the Malacañang Palace or the Presidential palace. 

Quick Tip 2
 

When counting money in thousands, Filipinos prefer to use the Spanish counting method, or 
even English. It is because words are longer when using the traditional Malay way of counting 
thousands. 

One good example is ten thousand; the Filipino way of saying it is dyes mil. 
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FILIPINO

1. May wifi kayo?

2. Magkano?

3. Magkano ang Internet?

4. Magkano maglaro?

ENGLISH

1. Does this store have WiFi?

2. How much?

3. How much is the Internet?

4. How much is online gaming?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Internet Internet noun

magkano how much expression

mo you pronoun

password password noun

May wifi kayo? Is there any wifi connection? expression

username username noun

maglaro play 

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Ang lalaki ay nagsu-surf ng internet sa 
komputer. 
"The man surf the internet on the 
computer."

Magkano ito? 
"How much is this?"

Paumanhin. magkano iyan? 
"Excuse me, how much is that?"

Maaari mo ba akong tulungan? 
"Can you help me?"

Huwag sabihin ang iyong password kahit 
kanino. 
"Don't tell your password to 
anyone."

May wi-fi ba kayo dito? 
"Is there a WiFi connection here?"

Nakalimutan ko ang username. 
"I've forgotten my username."

Ang magkaibigan ay naglalaro ng tenis. 
"The friends play tennis."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll learn about a place crucial to your travels in this modern age: the Internet 
café! In Filipino, "Internet café" is also called Internet cafe. There are many of located 
throughout the cities, so finding one should be no problem. 

In the Philippines, when you walk into the store, approach the reception desk and tell them 
what you're there for. Just say "Internet." This is not very complicated because "Internet" is also 
called "Internet" in the Philippines. 

They'll print out a stub that states the time you signed in. When you leave, simply bring that 
stub to the counter and they'll charge you for hours you stayed. The price is usually about 50 
pesos, regardless of whether you used the Internet or played an online game. The price is all 
inclusive for the time you stayed there. Some places have different price if you use a webcam, 
sometimes it has an additional of 10 pesos or 20 pesos on top of the regular price. Internet 
shops in malls are usually more expensive than the ones in the nearby villages. In villages, 
their standard price would range from 15 pesos to 20 pesos per hour. 

Another system critical question for all you laptop-packing world trekkers is "Does this store 
have Wi-Fi?" In Filipino "Does this store have Wi-Fi?" is may wifi kayo? The first word may 
expresses "possibility" or "chance." This is followed by kayo, which in English is "you." So all 
together we have may wifi kayo. 
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And finally here is one more phrase that might prove useful: "Password and username please" 
has no Filipino translation: you can just say "password and username please." 

By the time that you are finished using the Internet or with your game and you want to ask how 
much you need to pay you can say magkano. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 
 

If you want to do some online gaming you should say the name of the game (for example 
"counterstrike") when first entering the shop. Instead of asking "how much is the 
Internet" (magkano ang Internet) you should ask "how much is your gaming" or magkano 
maglaro. 
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FILIPINO

1. Pupunta ba ito sa Estasyon ng Cubao?

2. Dadaan ba ito sa National Park?

ENGLISH

1. Will this bus go to Cubao station?

2. Is this going to stop by National Park?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

pupunta going; to go verb

ito this pronoun

ba particle for making question particle

estasyon station noun

bus bus noun

magkano how much expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ako ay pupunta ng pamilihan. 
"I'm going to the supermarket."

Kanino ito? 
"Whose is this?"

Ano ito? 
"What's this?"

Ito, pakiusap. 
"This, please."
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Saan ka ba pupunta? 
"Where are you going?"

Tumitigil kung saan istasyon? 
"It stops at which station?"

Ang mge estudyante ay nakasakay sa bus. 
The students rode the bus.

Alin ang numero ng bus na ito? 
"Which number is this bus?"

Magkano ito? 
"How much is this?"

Paumanhin. magkano iyan? 
"Excuse me, how much is that?"

GRAMMAR

The bus is an important means of transportation. However, before you get on the bus you 
probably want to confirm if the bus is going to your destination. We can accomplish this by 
asking "Will this bus go to" and then adding in a destination. In this lesson we'll use Cubao. In 
Filipino "station" is estasyon. So our location is estasyon ng Cubao. 

So in Filipino "Will this bus go to Cubao station" is Pupunta ba ito sa Estasyon ng Cubao. The 
first word pupunta means "go to." This is followed by ba, which has no equivalent in English. 

Followed by ito which means "this." And then followed by sa which in English is "to." So to 
recap here, we have pupunta ba ito sa estasyon ng Cubao. 

Once you have the right bus there are a few things you need to know about riding the bus: 

1. When do you pay? – It depends on the route; there are bus routes that you have to 
pay when the collector asks for your money, and there are also bus routes where you 
can pay at any time during the trip. There is always a collector who constantly collects 
the fare inside the bus while on the trip.

2. How much is it? – It depends on the distance or your destination but you can always 
ask the collector how much do you have to pay.

3. Do you need coins? – You can pay with small bills or coins.

4. How much? – The average fare is 10 pesos.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 

 

Air conditioned and regular buses have different prices. On an air conditioned bus a short 
ride costs Php14.00 and add a few peso every succeeding kilometer. Fares on regular buses 
start from Php10.00. It is important that you keep your bus receipt as it is your proof of payment. 
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FILIPINO

1. Saan ang susunod na hinto?

2. Ortigas ba ang susunod na hinto?

ENGLISH

1. What is the next stop?

2. Is Ortigas the next stop?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

susunod the next, the following noun

saan where adverb

hinto bus stop noun

ang the article

ba particle for making question particle

na
denotes the person or thing 

mentioned, indicated or 
understood

particle

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Sa susunod na hinto ako bababa. 
"I get off at the next stop."

Saan ka natuto mag tagalog? 
"Where did you learn Filipino?"
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Saan ka nakatira? 
"Where do you live?"

Taga saan ka ba? 
"Where are you from?"

Saan ang pagamutan? 
"Where is the hospital?"

Sa susunod na hinto ako bababa. 
"I get off at the next stop."

OO, gusto ko lalo na ang  Adobo. 
"Yes, I especially love Adobo."

Ang pangalan ko ay Jane Doe. 
"My name is Jane Doe."

Ang langit ay bughaw. 
"The sky is blue."

Saan ka ba pupunta? 
"Where are you going?"

Ilang taon ka na? 
"How old are you?"

GRAMMAR

The bus is the cheapest way when traveling long distance, especially in Luzon, in the northern 
part of the Philippines. The bus fares in the Philippines are low and government controlled. 

Once on the bus, you'll hear announcements informing the passengers of where the bus will 
stop next. If there is no English announcement, you may not catch the location just 
announced. The phrase "what is the next stop?" will be useful. 

In Filipino "what is the next stop" is saan ang susunod na hinto. The first word saan means 
"where." It is followed by ang, which in English is "the." This followed by susunod which 
means "next." Then followed by na which has no English translation. Next is hinto, in English 
"stop." So to recap, we have saan ang susunod na hinto. Literally this means "Where is the 
next stop" but implies "what is the next stop." 

Another way of inquiring could be asking if your desired destination is the next stop. For this 
phrase we'll use "Ortigas" as the destination. The phrase "Ortigas is the next stop" is Ortigas ba 
ang susunod na hinto. The first word ba has no English translation but is an emphatic article 
usually used when asking questions. It is followed by the word ang which means "the." Next is 
susunod which means "next." This is followed by na, which has no English translation. And 
then we have hinto which in English is "stop." So to recap here, we have Ortigas ba ang 
susunod na hinto? which means "Is Ortigas the next stop?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip
 

Buses in the Philippines have one driver and ticket seller. The ticket seller announces the next 
stop is the one sells tickets. Once you have your ticket, remember that you have to keep it 
throughout your ride. Ticket inspectors get on the bus at a certain time to check if everyone 
has a ticket, and people without tickets can be fined. 

The ticket seller or inspector is the best person to ask if you are lost. They ride buses all day 
and are sure to know what the next stop is. 
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FILIPINO

1. Isang Baguio.

2. Dalawang Baguio.

3. Magkano papuntang Baguio?

ENGLISH

1. Ticket to Baguio.(Informal)

2. Two tickets to Baguio.(Informal)

3. How much is it to Baguio?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

dalawang two numeral

pakiusap please expression

magkano how much expression

pupunta going; to go verb

isa one numeral

bus bus noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Dalawang tao ay nag-uusap. 
"Two people are talking."

Isang tasang kape, pakiusap. 
"A cup of coffee, please."
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Magkano ito? 
"How much is this?"

Paumanhin. magkano iyan? 
"Excuse me, how much is that?"

Ako ay pupunta ng pamilihan. 
"I'm going to the supermarket."

Pwede pengeng isang cape. 
"Can I have one coffee please."

1 (isang) buwan. 
"For 1 month."

Piso ang isa. 
"PhP1 per piece."

Ang mge estudyante ay nakasakay sa bus. 
The students rode the bus.

Alin ang numero ng bus na ito? 
"Which number is this bus?"

GRAMMAR

When traveling long distances in the Philippines, the bus can be a cheap way of getting there. 
In this lesson we're going to work on getting a ticket. We'll use "Baguio" as our destination. 
This city is located in the northern part of the Philippines and is known as the summer capital of 
the Philippines. 

In Filipino "ticket to Baguio please" is isang Baguio. The first word isang means "one." It is 
followed by your destination which is Baguio. So to recap here, we have isang Baguio. 
Literally this means "one Baguio" which is awful to hear but means "ticket to Baguio please." 

If you want to buy two tickets, you can accomplish this by saying dalawang Baguio. The literal 
meaning of the phrase is "two baguio" but implies "two tickets to Baguio." 

Bus tickets in the Philippines are first-come, first-serve, so you have to sit in your specified seat. 

Now you might also need to ask "How much is it to (your desired destination)." For this 
example, we'll use the same destination as above. In Filipino "how much is it to Baguio" is 
magkanu papuntang Baguio. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Buses with long distance routes are cozy and they sometimes accept reservations made via 
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phone depending on the bus company, it should be made a day prior departure. Passengers 
can get off at almost any place along the route. There are non-smoking buses and smoking 
buses. If you prefer air conditioned buses you should take a non smoking bus. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

The bus transport in the Philippines is centered in the capital Manila. Regardless of where you 
want to go, you will need to start in Manila. Bus transport in the Philippines does not have a 
central terminal but each bus company has its own terminal in metropolitan Manila. 
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FILIPINO

1. Pupunta ba ito ng Ortigas?

ENGLISH

1. Will this train go to Ortigas? (Informal)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

pupunta going; to go verb

ba particle for making question particle

ng to particle

tren train noun

ito this pronoun

estasyon station noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ako ay pupunta ng pamilihan. 
"I'm going to the supermarket."

Saan ka ba pupunta? 
"Where are you going?"

Pupunta ako ng Amerika. 
"I'm going to America."

Ang pasahero ay naghintay sa tren. 
"The traveler waited for the train."

Maraming tao sa tren. 
"There are many people in the 
train."

Kanino ito? 
"Whose is this?"
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Ano ito? 
"What's this?"

Ito, pakiusap. 
"This, please."

Tumitigil kung saan istasyon? 
"It stops at which station?"

GRAMMAR

Confirming if the train is going to your destination is never complicated. Making sure that you 
are on the right track is always good to avoid inconvenience and getting lost. 

When you're on the platform and want to confirm if the train is going to your destination—we 
can accomplish this by asking a person waiting or a person working for the train company, 
"Will this train go to" followed by a destination. In this lesson we'll use Ortigas. 

In Filipino "Will this train go to Ortigas" is pupunta ba ito ng Ortigas. The first word papunta 
means "going." It is followed by ba, which has no English translation but is a question marker. 
It is followed by ito which means "this." It is followed by ng which has no English translation. 
The final word is the destination, Ortigas. So to recap here, we have pupunta ba ito ng Ortigas. 
Literally this means "Is this going to Ortigas." 

We didn't use the word "station" which is estasyon in Filipino, because it doesn't apply in the 
Philippine setting. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

It is important to show respect and be polite when asking a question to someone older than 
you. When you ask a person older than you, you should say pupunta po ba ito ng Ortigas. We 
have added po to make this phrase more polite. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

There are 2 railways in the Philippines MRT and LRT, each has different routes. MRT stand for 
Manila Metro Rail Transit System and LRT stands for Manila Light Rail Transit System. The total 
length of MRT is now 16.8km and will be 24km once finished in the northern section and the 
LRT is 15km long. The fare for LRT is Php12-15 and the fare for MRT is Php 10-15 per ride. 
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FI LI PI NOPOD101.COM  S URVI VAL PHRAS ES  S 1 #25 - WHAT TI ME DOES  I T OPEN? I N FI LI PI NO 2

FILIPINO

1. Anong oras nagbubukas?

2. Anong oras nagsasara?

3. Kailan nagsasara?

4. Kailan nagbubukas?

ENGLISH

1. What time does it open?

2. What time does it close?

3. When does it close?

4. When does it open?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

oras time noun

nagsasara to close verb

nagbubukas to open verb

Anong oras nagbubukas? “What time does it open?” phrase

Anong oras nagsasara? “What time does it close?” phrase

ano what adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Anong oras na?  
"What  t ime is it?"

Paumanhin, anong oras nagbubukas?  
"Excuse me, what  t ime does it  
open?"

Anong oras nagsasara t uwing 
Linggo?  
"What  t ime does it  close on 
Sundays?"

Paumanhin, anong oras nagbubukas?  
"Excuse me, what  t ime does it  
open?"

Paumanhin, anong oras nagbubukas?  
"Excuse me, what  t ime does it  
open?"

Anong oras nagsasara t uwing 
Linggo?  
"What  t ime does it  close on 
Sundays?"

Ano kaya it o?  
"I wonder what  this is?"

Ano ang pangalan mo?  
"What  is your name?"

Ano ang gust o mong kainin sa almusal?  
"What  would you like for breakfast?"

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll introduce you to a phrase that you'll need on several occasions! We all 
know you want to see the sights in the Philippines and this phrase is essential to plan your 
days. 

In Filipino "What time does it open?" is Anong oras nagbubukas? The first word anung means 
"what." It is followed by oras, which in English is "time." Followed by nagbubukas which 
means "open." So to recap here, we have Anong oras nagbubukas? Literally this means 
"What time does it open?" 

It's also really important to know when places close! The worst thing to encounter is a closed 
sign hanging in front of a place you wanted to see! 

In Filipino "What time does it close?" is Anong oras nagsasara? The first word anung means 
"what." This is followed by oras, which in English is "time." This is followed by nagsasara 
which means "close." So to recap here, we have Anong oras nagsasara? Literally this means 
"What time does it close?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick T ip 1
 

Another useful pair of phrases that can be associated with the phrases that we have 
discussed above are Kelan magbubukas? which means "When does it open?" and Kelan 
magsasara? which means "When does it close?" 

Quick T ip 2  

 

Asking for the date it is pretty much the same as asking for the time, but you will have to 
emphasize politeness in asking these questions. "What is the date?" is Anung petsa na. The 
polite way of asking it is Anung petsa na po? or Anung petsa po ngayon? which means 
"Whats the date today?" 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #26 - FILIPINO FOR TAKING A TAXI 2

FILIPINO

1. Sa Makati.

2. Sa Makati tayo.

3. Dito na lang.

ENGLISH

1. To Makati. (Informal)

2. I would like to go to Makati.

3. Here is fine.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

taksi taxi noun

sa in, to preposition

dito here adverb

na
denotes the person or thing 

mentioned, indicated or 
understood

particle

dito na lang here is fine expression

lang just, only adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Mga lima kami sa isang taxi. 
"There were five of us in one taxi."

Mayroon pub, pumasok tayo. 
"There is a pub, let's go in."

Pakiusap, bawal magsigarilyo dito. 
"Please do not smoke here."

Ilang taon ka na? 
"How old are you?"

Drayber, dito na lang. 
"Driver, here is fine."

kumakain lang ako. 
"I'm just eating."

Tubig lang, pakiusap. 
"Just a water, please."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll cover a phrase used to get you to your destination when riding a taxi. We'll 
look at the most basic way to express this, which is the word "to" followed by a destination. In 
this lesson we'll use Makati. Makati is a business center in the Philippines. Let's go over what to 
say to the taxi driver to get there. 

In Filipino "to Makati" is sa Makati. The word for "to" in Filipino is sa. 

This is the most basic way of expressing where you would like to go. Just saying your desired 
destination should work, but speaking the local language is one of the most fun things you can 
do on your travels. So let's go over another option! 

You can also say, "I would like to go to Makati," which in Filipino is Sa Makati tayo. 

The first word sa means "to." It is followed by "Makati" which is the name of our destination. 
This is followed by tayo, which in English is "we." So to recap here, we have Sa Makati tayo. 

In the Philippines you are not expected to tip the driver. 

One more helpful phrase when taking a taxi is "Here is fine." This phrase will allow you to get 
out of the taxi whenever and wherever you want. 

In Filipino "here is fine" is Dito na lang. The first word dito means "here." It is followed by na 
which has no English translation. Next is lang which in English means "only" or "just." So to 
recap here we have dito na lang which means "here is fine." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip
 

When in a cab, to be polite you may add po to sound more polite: Sa Makati po tayo. If the 
driver is older than you, you may address him as kuya which literally means "older brother." 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #27 - LOOKING AROUND LOCALLY IN THE PHILIPPINES 2

FILIPINO

1. Saan ako makakabili ng tubig?

2. Saan ako makakakuha ng tubig?

3. Tubig

4. Papel

ENGLISH

1. Where can I buy water?

2. Where can I get water?

3. Water

4. Paper

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

makakabili to buy, to purchase verb

tubig water noun

papel paper noun

saan where adverb

ako I, me pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Saan ako makakabili ng papel? 
"Where can I buy paper?"

Ang babae ay umiinom ng tubig. 
"The woman drinks water."

Tubig lang, pakiusap. 
"Just a water, please."

Kailangan ko ng papel para maisulat. 
"I need a paper to write it down."

Saan ka natuto mag tagalog? 
"Where did you learn Filipino?"

Saan ka nakatira? 
"Where do you live?"

Taga saan ka ba? 
"Where are you from?"

Saan ang pagamutan? 
"Where is the hospital?"

Ako ay Pilipino. 
"I'm Filipino."

Ako ay si Maria. 
"I'm Maria."

Nakatira ako sa New York. 
"I live in New York."

GRAMMAR

As a visitor or a tourist in a certain country it is very helpful to know the phrase that will help you 
find something that you need. In this lesson you'll learn how to ask "where can I buy 
(something?)" 

More specifically, we'll be learning how to buy something that is essential to life in all 
countries. We'll be buying tubig which means "water." 

In Filipino "Where can I get/buy water?" is Saan ako makakabili ng tubig? The first word saan 
means "where." It is followed by ako which means "I." Next is by makakabili, which in English 
is "to buy" or "to purchase." Ng, the next word, has no English translation. Tubig in English is 
"water." The entire phrase is Saan ako makakabili ng tubig which means "Where can I buy 
water." 

Now to ask for a different item, we can just replace the word for "water" with any other word. 
Let's try "paper." In Filipino "paper" is papel. "Where can I buy paper" is Saan ako makakabili 
ng papel? 

This phrase will come in handy before leaving the hotel, talking with taxi drivers, or other 
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people trying help you locate a desired item. Now that you're able to ask, you're going to get 
an answer. We'll cover that in the next lesson. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

We have learned from our previous lessons that the word po is a Filipino polite word and 
adding the word po in a phrase or a sentence makes it polite. The polite way of saying "Where 
can I get water" is Saan po ako makakakuha ng tubig. As for with "Where can I buy water" the 
polite way of saying it is Saan po ako makakabili ng tubig and now for "Where can I buy a clean 
water" Saan po ako makakabili ng malinis na tubig. 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #28 - ASKING DIRECTIONS IN FILIPINO 2

FILIPINO

1. Diretso lang.

2. Kanan ka.

3. Kaliwa ka.

4. Nasa kanan.

5. Nasa kaliwa.

ENGLISH

1. Go straight.

2. Turn right.

3. Turn left.

4. It's on the right.

5. It's on the left.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

kanan right adjective

kaliwa left adjective

diretso straight adjective

nasa
particle indicating position 

or location particle
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ka you (singular) pronoun

lang just, only adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Nasa kanan. 
"It's on the right."

Huwag kakaliwa dito. 
"Never turn left here."

Diretso lang papunta sa parke. 
"Just go straight and you'll get to 
the park."

Nasa kanan. 
"It's on the right."

Nakita ka ni Maria. 
Maria saw you.

Nakipag kilala ka ba? 
"Did you introduce yourself?”

Pwedeng pakilakasan ang iyong boses? 
"Can you speak louder, please?"

kumakain lang ako. 
"I'm just eating."

Tubig lang, pakiusap. 
"Just a water, please."

GRAMMAR

Getting directions to get to your destination is very important when travelling. Getting lost is 
the last thing that you would want to experience when you travel, therefore it is very important 
to pay close attention with the directions given to you. 

First, "go straight." In Filipino "go straight" is diretso lang. The first word diretso means 
"straight." It is followed by lang, which in English is "only." So to recap here, we have diretso 
lang which means "go straight." 

Now we're going to work on turning. Let's try "turn right"; in Filipino "turn right" is kanan ka. 
The first word kanan means "right." It is followed by ka, which in Filipino is "you." 

Now "turn left"; in Filipino "turn left" is kaliwa ka. The first word kaliwa means "left." This is 
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followed by ka, which in Filipino is "you." 

In Filipino "It's on the right" is nasa kanan. The first word nasa means is a word indicating 
position or location of something. It is followed by kanan, which in English is "right." So to 
recap here, we have nasa kanan. Literally this means "on the right." 

In Filipino "It's on the left" is nasa kaliwa. The first word nasa is a particle indicating position or 
location of something. This is followed by kaliwa, which in English is "left." Literally this means 
"on the left." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

When giving out directions, it is also common to give landmarks for easy directions. Lets take 
a look at this example: "Its beside the church." In Filipino we would say katabi ng simbahan. 
"It's in front of the church" in Filipino it is kaharap ng simbahan. If the location is "behind the 
church" in Filipino we would say nasa likod ng simbahan. 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #29 - CAN I TAKE YOUR PICTURE? IN FILIPINO 2

FILIPINO

1. Puwede mo ako kunan ng litrato?

2. Puwede kita kunan ng litrato?

3. Puwede mo kami kunan ng litrato?

4. Puwede ba kumuha ng litrato dito?

ENGLISH

1. Can you take my picture?

2. May I take your picture?

3. Can you take our picture?

4. May I take a picture here?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

kunan take a picture of verb

puwede can, may, allow verb

litrato picture noun

dito here adverb

ako I, me pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Maari mo ba akong kunan ng litrato pati 
ang mga anak ko? 
"Could you take a picture of me 
and my kids?"

Puwede ko ba iyan gamitin? 
"Can I use that please?"

Maari mo ba akong kunan ng litrato pati 
ang mga anak ko? 
"Could you take a picture of me 
and my kids?"

Pakiusap, bawal magsigarilyo dito. 
"Please do not smoke here."

Ako ay Pilipino. 
"I'm Filipino."

Ako ay si Maria. 
"I'm Maria."

Nakatira ako sa New York. 
"I live in New York."

GRAMMAR

In Filipino "May I take your picture?" is Puwede kita kunan ng litrato?. The first word puwede 
means "may." It is followed by kita, which has no English translation but is inherent to the 
phrase. Next is kunan which in English is "take." Ng has no English translation. Last is litrato 
meaning "picture." So to recap here, we have Puwede kita kunan ng litrato? Literally this 
means "Can I take a picture of you?" 

There may also be times when you want to take a picture with someone. In this case, you can 
ask by saying Puwede mo kami kunan ng litrato?. The first word puwede means "may," as in 
the above example. It is followed by mo, which in English is "your." It is then followed by kami 
which means "we." Next is ng which has no English translation. It is then followed by litrato 
which in English is "picture" So to recap here, we have Puwede mo kami kunan ng litrato? 
Literally this means "Can you take our picture?" 

And finally, for asking permission to take a picture you can say "May I take a picture here?" 
which in Filipino is Pwede ba kumuha ng litrato dito?. The first word puwede means "may." It is 
followed by ba, which has no English translation. Next is kumuha which means "take." Ng 
which has no English translation. Then comes litrato which in English means "picture" and 
then dito which means "here." So to recap here, we have Puwede ba kumuha ng litrato dito? 
Literally this means "May I take a picture here?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip
 

When using the phrases we have learned in taking pictures, we don't have to use the word 
litrato which means "picture" all the time. Litrato is the Filipino word, but the English word 
"picture" is used just as often. 

For example, instead of saying Puwede kita kunan ng litrato? ("May I take your picture?"), you 
can say Puwede kita kunan ng picture?. 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #30 - HOW DO YOU SAY THIS IN FILIPINO? 2

FILIPINO

1. Ano sa Tagalog ang car?

2. Ano ito sa Tagalog?

3. Ano iyan sa Tagalog?

ENGLISH

1. How do you say "car" in Filipino?

2. How do you say this in Filipino?

3. How do you say that in Filipino?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Ano ito sa Tagalog?
How do you say this in 

Filipino? expression

ano what interjection

sa in, to preposition

ang the article

iyan that pronoun

ito this pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Paano mo ito sasabihin sa Tagalog? 
"How do you say this in Tagalog?"

Ano ang gusto mong kainin sa almusal? 
"What would you like for 
breakfast?"

Mayroon pub, pumasok tayo. 
"There is a pub, let's go in."

OO, gusto ko lalo na ang  Adobo. 
"Yes, I especially love Adobo."

Ang pangalan ko ay Jane Doe. 
"My name is Jane Doe."

Ang langit ay bughaw. 
"The sky is blue."

Iyang isang piraso ng keso ay hindi sa iyo. 
"That piece of cheese is not yours."

Kanino ito? 
"Whose is this?"

Ano ito? 
"What's this?"

Ito, pakiusap. 
"This, please."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll introduce you to a phrase that will provide you with the tools to learn from 
the people around. A dictionary is a great idea, but don't forget that you can use Filipino or 
Tagalog to learn in a more fun and interactive way. For this lesson we're going to need a 
word, as we're going to cover "How do you say "something" in Filipino?" Let's use "car" for 
that something. 

In Filipino "How do you say "car" in Filipino?" is Ano sa tagalog ang "car"? The first word ano 
means "what." It is followed by sa, which is a Filipino preposition. It is followed by tagalog 
which is another term for the Filipino language. It is followed by ang which means "the." It's 
followed by the word that we need the Filipino for. In this lesson we have used "car." So to 
recap here, we have Ano sa tagalong ang "car"? Literally this means "What is 'car' in Tagalog/
Filipino?" 

You can also use this expression without using any English. To accomplish this you can use 
the expression "How do you say this in Filipino?" In Filipino the word for "this" is ito. So, in 
Filipino "How do you say this in Filipino?" is Ano ito sa tagalog? The first word ano means 
"what." It is followed by sa, which is a Filipino preposition. It is followed by tagalog which is the 
Filipino term for the Filipino language. So to recap here, we have Ano ito sa tagalog? Literally 
this means "What is this in Tagalog?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1 

 

Filipinos are known for their hospitality, they are never grumpy when it comes to interacting 
with tourists. They love to talk and be of assistance to you if you need to ask something. For this 
lesson "How do you say (something) in Filipino" would be a very good phrase to learn basic 
things and a few good words from the locals. If you asked Ano sa tagalong ang "car"? The 
response will be be sasakyan or kotse. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

You might have some money in your hand, and ask Ano ito sa tagalog? to a Filipino friend. 
He/she would respond with pera, the Filipino for "money." If you were pointing to a mirror and 
asked someone Ano iyan sa Tagalog? your Filipino friend would answer that a "mirror" is 
salamin in Filipino. 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #31 - LEARN TO WRITE IN FILIPINO WITHOUT LIFTING A PEN 2

FILIPINO

1. Pakisulat naman?

2. Pakibigkas naman?

3. May pen at papel ka?

ENGLISH

1. Can you write it down please?

2. Can you pronounce this please?

3. Do you have a pen and paper?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

sulatin to write verb

pakibigkas please pronounce verb

naman
accordingly; the same 

manner; likewise; similarly adverb

paki please adverb

pakisulat please write phrase

bigkasin to pronounce verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Pakisulat naman? 
"Can you write it down please?"

Pakibigkas naman? 
"Can you pronounce this please?"

Pareho naman kami ng gusto. 
"We both like the same things."

Paki sulat yon sa papel. 
"Please write that down on a paper”

Paki sundo ang kapatid mo. 
"Please pick up your sister/brother."

Isang tasang kape, pakiusap. 
"A cup of coffee, please."

Pakisulat naman? 
"Can you write it down please?"

Pakibigkas naman? 
"Can you pronounce this please?"

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll introduce you to a phrase that will provide you with the tools to learn from 
the people around. Now, a dictionary is a great idea, but don't forget that you can use Filipino 
to learn in a more fun and interactive way. In this lesson, we're going to cover a way for you to 
hold on to the information you get. 

In Filipino "Can You write it down please?" is pakisulat naman. The first word pakisulat means 
"please write." It is followed by naman, which in English is "similarly." So to recap here, we 
have pakisulat naman. Literally this means "Can you write it down please." 

Once you have it, in Filipino "Can you pronounce this please." is pakibigkas naman. The first 
word pakibigkas means "please pronounce." It is is followed by naman, which in English is 
"similarly." So to recap here, we have pakibigkas naman which means "can you pronounce 
this please." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 

Pakisulat naman is the informal way of saying "can you write it down please." As you have 
learned in our previous lessons the Filipino polite word po if used, makes the sentence or 
phrase formal. If you are talking to a stranger or someone older than you, the polite or formal 
way of saying it is "can you write it down please" is pakisulat naman po and for "can you 
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pronounce this please" is pakibigkas naman po. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

In writing down something, you will of course need to have a pen and paper. "Do you have a 
pen and paper" in Filipino is may pen at papel ka. It is also the informal way of saying it. To 
make it formal, add the polite word po. The phrase becomes may pen at papel po kayo. 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #32 - RENTING A CAR IN THE PHILIPPINES 2

FILIPINO

1. Gusto ko mag renta ng sasakyan.

2. Kailan ko kailangan ibalik?

3. Puwede ko ibalik sa Makati?

ENGLISH

1. I would like to rent a car.

2. When must I return it?

3. Can I return it at Makati?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

magrenta to rent verb

sasakyan car noun

ibalik to return verb

gusto to like, to want verb

kailan when adverb

sa in, to preposition

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Ang pagrenta ng kotse ay hindi laging 
madali. 
"Renting a car is not always easy."

Ang kotse ay madumi. 
"The car is very dirty."

Kailan ko dapat ibalik? 
"When must I return it?"

Gusto kong ipadala ito bukas. 
"I would like to send this tomorrow."

Kailan ang iyong kaarawan? 
"When is your birthday?"

Kailan ang kasal? 
"When is the wedding?"

Mayroon pub, pumasok tayo. 
"There is a pub, let's go in."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll introduce you to a phrase that will help you get to the places you need to 
be! In some places trains and subways are the way to travel, but it's also very useful to know 
how to rent a car, scooter, or bicycle. 

In Filipino "I would like to rent a car" is Gusto ko mag renta ng sasakyan. The first word gusto 
means "want." This is followed by ko, which in English is "me." This is followed by magrenta 
which means "to rent." This is followed by the word ng which has no English translation but is 
inherent to the sentence. This is followed by sasakyan which means "car." So to recap here, 
we have Gusto ko magrenta nga sasakyan which means "I would like to rent a car." 

If you're renting something, it's also important to know when you must return it! Therefore 
we're giving you a phrase you can use to make sure you return it on time. 

In Filipino "When must I return it?" is Kailan ko kailangan ibalik? The first word kailan means 
"when." This is followed by ko, which in English is "me." This is followed by kailangan which 
means "need." Then followed by ibalik which means "return." So to recap here, we have 
Kailan ko kailangan ibalik? which means "When must I return it?" 

And finally, you may want to return it at a different location. In Filipino "Can I return it at 
Makati?" is Puwede ko ibalik sa Makati? The first word puwede means "expressing possibility"; 
"chance." This is followed by ko, which in English is "me." This is followed by ibalik which 
means "to return." This is followed by sa which means "in." This is followed by the location 
which is in this case Makati. So to recap here, we have Puwede ko ibalik sa Makati? which 
means "Can I return it at Makati?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1 

 

In the Philippines, rent-a-car business establishments are not hard to find. They are usually tied 
with hotels or their offices are usually close to hotels for your convenience. There is a wide 
variety of cars to choose from that you can rent. There are non-luxury and luxury cars 
depending on the availability. Motorcycles, scooters and bicycles cannot be rented as there is 
no such business in the Philippines. The only time that you can rent a bicycle is when you are 
at the park and you can just use the bike inside the park but not outside the park. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

I think that the very basic question that could be associated to this phrase is inquiring about the 
price which is magkano in Filipino. You may also say Magkano magrenta ng sasakyan which 
means "How much is it to rent a car?" 
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FILIPINO

1. Check in please.

2. Ano po ang pangalan nila.

3. Pakispell po.

ENGLISH

1. Check in please.

2. Your name please.

3. Can you spell your name please.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

pakispell please spell verb

pangalan name noun

araw days noun

papunta go, come verb

po Word indicating politeness particle

ano what interjection

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Pakispell po? 
"Can you spell that, please?"

Pwede mo bang isulat ang iyong 
pangalan? 
"Can you write down your name?"

Naaalala mo ba ang pangalan ko? 
"Do you remember my name?"

Ano po ang pangalan nila? 
"What is your name?"

Mayroon siyamnapung araw na natitira. 
"There are around 90 days left."

Ako ay umuuwi ng ika-9 ng gabi. 
"I go back home at nine."

Pakisara po ng bintana. 
"Please close the window."

Ano ang gusto mong kainin sa almusal? 
"What would you like for 
breakfast?"

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll help you check-in! Hotel accommodations in the Philippines are no 
different to other countries. This lesson's phrase is "Check-in please." 

In the Philippines "Check-in please" is also"check-in please." 

Upon stating the phrase "Check-in please" you will most likely be asked "Your name please," 
which in Filipino is Ano po ang pangalan nila. The first word ano means "what." It is followed 
by the Filipino polite word po which has no English equivalent. This is followed by ang, which 
in English is "the." Next is pangalan which means "name." It is followed by nila which in 
English means "them" or "their." So to recap here, we have Ano po ang pangalan nila which 
means "Your name please." 

You may also be asked how to spell your name which in Filipino is Pakispell po. The first word 
pakispell means "please spell." This is followed by the Filipino polite word po which has no 
English equivalent. So all together we have Pakispell po. Literally this means "Can you spell 
your name please." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
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Perhaps the most popular phrase someone could use in entering a hotel is "check-in please" 
and we have learned that "check-in please" in Filipino is also "check-in please." After saying 
this you might be asked "For how many days?"; let's say you plan to stay at the hotel for three 
days, in this case your answer would be Tatlong araw meaning "three days." 

Quick tip2
 

After a long flight and a bumpy taxi ride, the first thing you do when you enter your room is 
reach for a drink from the mini bar. As you sit on the bed, it spills all over the floor. Either be 
prepared to put up with a puddle of beer, or call for room service. Do the latter by calling the 
front desk and saying Papunta ng room service please. 
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FILIPINO

1. Anong oras ang check-out?

2. Mayroon kayong power converter?

3. Sabon.

4. Tuwalya.

5. Bimpo.

ENGLISH

1. What time is check-out?

2. Do you have power converter?

3. Soap.

4. Towels.

5. Hand Towels.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

tuwalya towel noun

sipilyo toothbrush noun

sabon soap noun

toothpaste toothpaste noun
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bimpo hand towel

tumatanggap accept verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Nawala ang tuwalya. 
"I've lost the towel."

Nakalimutan ko ang aking sipilyo. 
"I forgot my toothbrush."

Ako ay lumabas para bumili ng sabon. 
"I go outside to buy some soap."

Saan mo inilagay ang toothpaste? 
"Where did you put the 
toothpaste?"

Pakilabhan ang bimpo. 
"Please wash the hand towel."

Tumatanngap ba kayo ng credit card? 
"Do you accept credit card?"

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll introduce some more useful phrases for hotels and the like. The first phrase 
is "What time is checkout?" which in Filipino is Anong oras ang check-out? The first word 
anong means "what." It is followed by oras, which in English is "time." It is followed by ang 
which in English is "the." Next is by "check-out" which has no Tagalog equivalent and is also 
called "check-out" in the Philippines. So to recap here, we have Anong oras and check out. 
Literally this means "What time is check-out?" 

And there will be times when you need more of certain things: 

"Towels" is tuwalya. 

There are a few more words that might come in handy. 

1. "Toothbrush" is sipilyo.

2. "Toothpaste" is also "toothpaste" in Filipino.

3. "Shampoo" is also "shampoo" in Filipino.

4. "Soap" is sabon.
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5. "Hand towel" is bimpo.

In the Philippines the electrical system is 220V, therefore, we'll introduce you to crucial phrase 
for all of you travelers out there who like to bring electrical appliances thousands of miles to 
die a fiery death in on foreign soil. 

In Filipino "Do you have a power converter?" is Mayroon kayong power converter? The first 
word mayroon means "to have." It is followed by kayong, which in English is "you." It's 
followed by power converter, an English word. So to recap here, we have Mayroon kayong 
power converter? which means "Do you have power converter?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1 

 

There are hotels in the Philippines that will require you to give them a deposit as an initial 
payment upon check-in depending on the number of days you are staying at the hotel. The 
balance shall be paid upon check-out. There are other hotels that don't require you to have an 
initial down payment; these hotels bill you upon check-out. Almost all of the hotels accept 
major credit cards and major currencies like US dollars. If you don't have Philippines Pesos 
handy, US dollars are accepted everywhere. 

Quick tip 2 

 

Before paying with credit card, you may want to ask: Tumatanggap kayo ng (your credit card's 
name)? This means in English "Do you accept (your credit card's name)?" If you want to ask if 
they are accepting a certain currency, just simply susbstitute your currency for the name of the 
credit card: Tumatanggap ba kayo ng (your currency)? 
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FILIPINO

1. Gusto ko ipadala ito sa New York.

2. Gusto ko magpadala ng postcard sa New York.

3. Sulat.

ENGLISH

1. I'd like to send this to New York.

2. I want to send a postcard to New York.

3. Letter.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

post office post office noun

magpadala to send verb

sulat letter noun

sa in, to preposition

magkano how much expression

gusto to like, to want verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Saan ang post office? 
"Where is the post office?"

Gusto kong ipadala ito bukas. 
"I would like to send this tomorrow."
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Gusto kong ipadala ang sulat na ito sa 
aking kapatid na babae. 
"I would like to send this letter to 
my sister."

Mayroon pub, pumasok tayo. 
"There is a pub, let's go in."

Magkano ito? 
"How much is this?"

Paumanhin. magkano iyan? 
"Excuse me, how much is that?"

Gusto kong ipadala ito bukas. 
"I would like to send this tomorrow."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we're going to take a trip to the post office. The post office in the Philippines is 
also "Post office." 

And in this lesson, we're going to work on getting your postcards, letters and packages home. 
The expression to accomplish this is "I'd like to send this to" and then the desired destination. 
For this lesson we'll use New York. 

In Filipino "I'd like to send this to New York." is Gusto ko ipadala ito sa New York. The first word 
gusto means "want." It is followed by ko, which in English is "my." It is followed by ipadala 
which means "to send." Then we have sa which in English means "to." Then we have "New 
York." So to recap here, we have Gusto ko ipadala ito sa New York. 

Now the package requires a closer look, which we'll do in the next lesson. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1 

 

"Post office" in Filipino is also "Post Office." As you arrive in the post office, the first question 
that would pop out your mind would be "How much it is to send a letter to New York," which 
in Filipino is Magkano magpadala ng sulat sa New York. If you are from another place, let's say 
from Japan, simply substitute "Japan" for "New York": Magkano magpadala ng sulat sa Japan. 

Quick tip 2 
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If you are sending postcard or package, simply substitute the word with the letter, as shown in 
the example above Magkano magpadala ng postcard sa New York and Magkano magpadala ng 
package sa New York. "Postcard" and "package" have no translation in Filipino, use the English 
words "postcard" and "package." 
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FILIPINO

1. Gusto ko ipadala ito sa New York.

2. Ano ang laman?

ENGLISH

1. I would like to send this package to New York.

2. What's in the package?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

kailan when adverb

dadating arriving; coming verb

iyan that pronoun

magpadala to send verb

doon there pronoun

araw days noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Kailan ang iyong kaarawan? 
"When is your birthday?"

Kailan ang kasal? 
"When is the wedding?"

Dadating siya bukas. 
"He/She is arriving tomorrow."

Iyang isang piraso ng keso ay hindi sa iyo. 
"That piece of cheese is not yours."
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Gusto kong ipadala ito bukas. 
"I would like to send this tomorrow."

Mga lima kami sa isang taxi. 
"There were five of us in one taxi."

Mayroon siyamnapung araw na natitira. 
"There are around 90 days left."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we're going to work on getting your package one step closer to its intended 
destination. In a previous lesson we discussed the phrase, "I would like to send this package to 
New York" which was Gusto ko ipadala ito sa New York. Again the location is interchangeable. 

When sending a package though, you're going to have to explain what's in the package. You 
may even be asked, "What's in the package?" which in Filipino is Ano ang laman? The first 
word ano means "what." This is followed by ang, which in English is "the." Then comes laman 
which means "contents." So to recap here, we have Ano ang laman? which means "What's in 
the package?" 

Now we can build this up a bit by adding in the words for what we would like to send. For 
example, above we mentioned postcards, letters, and packages, so let's start there. The word 
for "postcard" in Filipino is also "postcard." So the expression would now sound like this Gusto 
ko magpadala ng postcard sa New York. Notice the position of "postcard." 

"Letter" in Filipino is sulat. 

And finally we have the word for "package" in Filipino, which is also "package." 

There may be times when you need to be asked "How soon would you like the package to 
get there?" which In Filpino is Gaano katagal ang gusto mo? This could be answered this way: 
if you want "3 days" you may say 3 araw or if you want to say "1 week," you may say isang 
linggo. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

It is required by the law to open received and outgoing packages for inspection, so don't be 
surprised if the post office personnel ask you to open your package. If you are sending 
electronic goods, you will have to pay customs tax and will have to declare how much it is 
worth. 
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Quick Tip 2
 

One useful phrase that will guide or help you in sending your package would be finding out 
how long will it take your package to reach its destination. You can accomplish this by saying 
Kailan dadating iyan doon? 
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FILIPINO

1. May malapit ba na ATM dito?

2. May malapit ba na bangko dito?

3. Saan ako makakapagpalit ng dollar?

4. Barya lang, please.

5. Pabarya naman, please.

ENGLISH

1. Is there an ATM near here?

2. Is there a bank near here?

3. Where can I exchange currency?

4. Smaller denomination, please.

5. Break this please.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

bangko bank noun

makakapagpalit to exchange verb

malapit near; close adjective

saan where adverb
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ba particle for making question particle

dito here adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Alin bangko ang malapit dito? 
"Which bank is that around the 
corner?"

Hindi ko alam kung saan ako puwedeng 
magpapalit ng pera. 
"I don't know where I can 
exchange money."

Tumanggi siya magpunta malapit sa 
kanyang bahay. 
"She refuses to go anywhere near 
his house."

Saan ka natuto mag tagalog? 
"Where did you learn Filipino?"

Saan ka nakatira? 
"Where do you live?"

Taga saan ka ba? 
"Where are you from?"

Saan ang pagamutan? 
"Where is the hospital?"

Saan ka ba pupunta? 
"Where are you going?"

Pakiusap, bawal magsigarilyo dito. 
"Please do not smoke here."

GRAMMAR

Exchanging money in the Philippines is quite convenient! One can exchange money at 
airports, banks, hotels, markets, or withdraw money from an ATM. Rates applied when 
withdrawing money from an ATM are likely to be the best; however, when using an ATM it is 
advisable to make one large withdrawal as you may be charged by both the local bank and 
your home one. So first things first, let's find a location that will exchange money. 

First, let's review some previous phrases and patterns we've already covered. 

In Filipino "Is there an ATM near here?" is May malapit ba na ATM dito? The first word may 
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means "to have." It is followed by malapit, which in Filipino is "near." It is followed by ba which 
is a particle used when asking questions. It is followed by na which is another particle. Next is 
ATM. Then follows dito which means "here" So to recap here, we have May malapit ban a 
ATM dito? which means "Is there an ATM near here?" 

Now to ask for a bank, we can just replace the word for ATM with "bank" and the phrase works 
just fine. "Is there a bank near here?" is May malapit ba na bangko dito? The only thing that 
changes is the thing you are looking for. In this case it’s bangko. 

For times when there is neither a bank or an ATM, you can ask, "Where can I exchange 
currency?" which is Saan ako makakapagpalit ng dollar? The first word saan means "where." 
This is followed by makakapagpalit which in Filipino is "to exchange." It is followed by ng 
which has no English equivalent. Then we have the word "dollar." Or you may simply 
substitute whatever currency you may have. So to recap here, we have Saan makakapagpalit 
ng dollar? This means "where can I exchange currency?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 
 

To ask if there is an ATM close to where you are, ask "Is there an ATM near here" which is in 
Filipino May malapit ba na ATM dito? The polite way of asking it is May malapit po ba na ATM 
dito? Simply add the polite word po in the sentence. If you want to ask if there is a bank close 
to where you are, just simply substitute in the word "bank" for ATM: May malapit ba na bangko 
dito? The polite way of saying it is May malapit po ba na bangko dito? 
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FILIPINO

1. May phonecard kayo?

2. Yung 100 na phonecard please.

ENGLISH

1. Do you have phonecards?

2. A 100 peso phonecard please.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

na
denotes the person or thing 

mentioned, indicated or 
understood

particle

mo you pronoun

may to have verb

wala no

oo yes adverb

paanu how adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ilang taon ka na? 
"How old are you?"

Maaari mo ba akong tulungan? 
"Can you help me?"
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May layter kayo? 
"Do you have a lighter?"

wala kaming pasok ngayon. 
"No, we don't have work today."

OO, kakaiba ito. 
"Yes, it's unique."

OO, nagsasalita ako ng matatas. 
"Yes, I speak fluently."

Oo, ikinagagalak kong sumama sa iyo. 
"Yes, I'd be happy to go with you."

Paano ako gagawa ng buko salad? 
"How can I make coconut salad?"

Kamusta ka ngayon? 
"How are you today?"

GRAMMAR

While most people wouldn't or couldn't step outside without their cell phones, when visiting 
another country, sometimes it's a little too far for your local carrier to provide you service. The 
good old pay phone is still an option when you're traveling in the Philippines. 

Public phones in the Philippines take coins and/or phone cards. You can buy 100 peso, and 
300 peso telephone cards, and today we'll work on asking for them. You can purchase these 
cards at kiosks, convenience stores, etc... 

Now before asking for a card, you may want to find out if they have the cards. In Filipino, "Do 
you have telephone cards?" is May phonecard kayo? The first word may means "to have." This 
is followed by "phonecard," which doesn't have a Filipino translation. Our next word is kayo 
which means "you." So all together we have May phonecard kayo? which means "do you 
have telephone cards." 

The answer to this will be "yes" – Oo or "no" – wala. In the case that they have the cards, you'll 
want to ask for one of the denominations we talked about. 

Let's start with a 100 peso card. 

In Filipino, "A 100 peso telephone card please" is Yung 100 na phonecard please. The first 
word yung is a word that refers to something far from both speaker and person spoken to. The 
next Filipino word that we have used here is na which is a word that denotes the person or 
thing mentioned, indicated, or understood. Basically we have only used 2 Filipino words in 
the sentence. So to recap, all together we have Yung 100 na phonecard please which means 
"A 100 peso telephone card please." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1
 

There are two kinds of pay phones in the Philippines: the first one is the typical pay phone 
where you can use coins, and the second one is the one where you need a phone card to use 
it. In using the coin-operated phones, you should have five peso ready; the minimum fee is 
five pesos. You may use a five peso coin or you may use five one peso coins. If you want to use 
a prepaid phone card, you can get a card anywhere in the mall and stores. 

Quick Tip 2
 

"How do I use this?" in Filipino is Paano ginagamit ito? This phrase connotes that you are 
asking help so it is only proper to be polite. To make the phrase polite add the polite word po 
in the phrase: Paano po ginagamit ito? 
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FILIPINO

1. Isang tiket please.

2. isa.

3. dalawa.

4. tatlo.

5. apat.

6. lima.

7. Isang ticket.

8. Dalwang ticket.

9. Tatlong tiket.

10. Apat na ticket.

11. Limang tiket.

12. Ilang tiket?

ENGLISH

1. One ticket please.

2. one

3. two

CONT'D OVER
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4. three

5. four

6. five

7. One ticket.

8. Two tickets.

9. Three tickets.

10. Four tickets.

11. Five tickets.

12. How many tickets?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

tiket ticket noun

ilan how many adverb

isa one numeral

dalawang two numeral

apat four numeral

tatlo three numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Binili ko ang isang paraan tiket. 
"I bought a one-way ticket."

Ilang tao ang pumunta sa iyong salu-salo? 
"How many people are in your 
party?"

Pwede pengeng isang cape. 
"Can I have one coffee please."

1 (isang) buwan. 
"For 1 month."

Piso ang isa. 
"PhP1 per piece."

Dalawang tao ay nag-uusap. 
"Two people are talking."

Mananatili ako sa Maynila para sa apat na 
araw. 
"I'll stay in Manila for four days."

Mayroon apat na upuan sa kuwarto. 
"There are four chairs in the room."

Gusto ko bumili nang tatlong libro. 
"I want to buy three books."

Ika-tatlo ng. 
"It's three o'clock."

GRAMMAR

There is so much to do and see in the Philippines, and there are times when access to some 
must-see places require an admission ticket. So in this lesson, were going to work on getting 
you through the gate, as we'll take a look at buying tickets. In Filipino, ticket is tiket. 

In Filipino "One ticket please." is Isang tiket please. The first word isang means one; single. 
This is followed by tiket, which in English is "ticket." Then followed by the word please. So to 
recap here, we have Isang ticket please which means "One ticket please." 

Now let's go over how to answer. Let's just recap numbers here. Isa, dalawa, tatlo, apat, lima. 

So to get tickets for two people, say Dalawang tiket. To get tickets for three people, Tatlong 
tiket. For four people, Apat na tiket. We have included the word na which has no English 
equivalent. To get tickets for five people: Limang tiket. 

"How many tickets" in Filipino is Ilang tiket? as the word ilan or ilang means "how many." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1
 

Instead of Ilang tiket? the person asking you "How many tickets?" might simply ask Ilan? 

Quick Tip 2
 

The polite way of answering Ilan tiket? is to simply add the polite word po at the end of every 
phrase: Isang tiket po, dalwang tiket po, tatlong tiket po, etc. 
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FILIPINO

1. Mayroon kayong English information guide?

2. Mayroon kayong Korean information guide?

3. Mayroon kayong English nito?

ENGLISH

1. Do you have an English information guide?

2. Do you have a Korean information guide?

3. Do you have an English version?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

information guide information guide noun

Ingles English noun

may to have verb

mayroon to possess verb

po Word indicating politeness particle

kayong you pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Mayroon kayong Tsino information guide? 
"Do you have a Chinese 
information guide?"

Ako ay nag-aral ng Ingles sa isang 
unibersidad. 
"I've studied English at the 
university."

May layter kayo? 
"Do you have a lighter?"

Mayroon kayong Tsino information guide? 
"Do you have a Chinese 
information guide?"

Pakisara po ng bintana. 
"Please close the window."

Mayroon kayong Tsino information guide? 
"Do you have a Chinese 
information guide?"

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll introduce you to crucial phrase for all of you travelers out there who are 
interested in learning more about the tourist attractions you're going to visit. Learning about 
the history and cultural significance of places you visit can be just as rewarding as seeing 
them. In this lesson, we'll cover, "Do you have an English information guide?" 

In Filipino "Do you have an English information guide?" is Mayroon kayong English 
information guide? The first word mayroon means "to possess"; or "to exist." It is followed by 
kayong, which in English is "you." And then followed by "English information guide." So to 
recap here, we have Mayroon kayong English information guide? which means "Do you have 
an English information guide?" 

Now to ask for a different language, we can just replace the word for "English" with any other 
word for a language and works just fine. Let's try "Korean," in Filipino Mayroon kayong Korean 
information guide? The only thing that changes is the thing you are looking for. In this case it's 
"Korean." 

You don't have to worry about anything when it comes to information guides in the 
Philippines. All information guides and any write-ups are in English. There may be times when 
advertisements in the form of leaflets and flyers are in Filipino, and with that, the Survival 
Phrases you learned from this lesson will be very helpful. For instance, someone has given you 
a leaflet or a flyer and the words on it are in Filipino and your interest was aroused by it. "Do 
you have an English version" in Filipino is Mayroon kayong English nito? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1
 

As you have noticed "English Information Guide" is not translated in Filipino and is also called 
"English Information Guide." Although these words can be translated to Filipino, you wouldn't 
want to say them, because you will sound awful to everybody, as they tend to sound phony 
when spoken in Filipino or Tagalog. 

Quick Tip 2
 

Mayroon kayong English information guide? is the informal way of saying the phrase, 
sometimes it is inevitable to speak with the locals who are older than you. So for your phrase to 
be polite, just add the polite word po to the phrase Mayroon po kayong English information 
guide? 
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FI LI PI NOPOD101.COM  S URVI VAL PHRAS ES  S 1 #4 1 - S I MPLE S TEPS  TO EATI NG UNKNOWN FOODS  GRACEFULLY 2

FILIPINO

1. Paano kinakain ito?

2. May dinadagdag ba dito?

3. Maanghang ba ito?

ENGLISH

1. How do you eat this?

2. Do you add something to this?

3. Is this hot?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

maanghang hot; spicy adjective

dagdag extra, additiona adverb, noun

kakanin native rice cakes noun

paano how adverb

kinakain to eat verb

ito this pronoun

meryenda snack noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Iyan paprika ay masyadong 
maanghang. 
"T hat  paprika is spicy."

Masarap ang kakanin. 
"Nat ive rice cake is delicious."

Paano ako gagawa ng buko salad?  
"How can I make coconut  salad?"

Ayoko kumain ng kamat is. 
"I don't  like to eat  tomatoes."

It o ang aking bag. 
"T his is my bag."

It o ang aking alagang pusa. 
"T his is my pet  cat ."

Kanino it o?  
"Whose is this?"

Ano it o?  
"What 's this?"

It o, pakiusap. 
"T his, please."

Ang mani ay mahusay na meryenda. 
"Peanuts are a great  snack."

GRAMMAR

In Filipino "How do you eat this?" is paano kinakain ito. The first word paano means "how." It 
is followed by kinakain, which in English is "eating." It is then followed by ito which means 
"this." So to recap here, we have Paano kinakain ito? which means "How do you eat this?" 

Hopefully they don't answer with a smart remark such as "With your mouth" which by the 
way is Ang iyong bibig. If you hear this...you're in for a long night! 

There are other instances when you may want to add some sauce, etc. to your dish. In this 
case you can ask "Do you add something to this?" which in Filipino is May dinadagdag pa ba 
dito? The first word may means "to have." It is followed by dinadagdag, which in English is 
"add." This is followed by ba which is a question particle. Next is dito which in English is 
"here." So to recap here, we have May dinadagdag ba dito? which means "Do you add 
something to this?" 

Finally, something that may come in handy for everyone out there averse to hot things. The 
all-important question, "Is this hot?" "Hot" as in spicy! 

In Filipino "Is this hot?" is Maanghang ba ito? The first word maanghang means "hot." It is 
followed by ba which is a question marking particle. It is followed by ito which means "this." 
So to recap here, we have Maanghang ba ito? which means "Is this hot?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick T ip 1
 

There are types of food that has a different way of eating it and it is something distinct in the 
Philippines. Filipinos have a kind of rice cake known as kakanin. These are usually served 
during breakfast. Meryenda are a kind of snack and are usually taken as dessert. One of the 
popular native rice cakes is the one called palitao. These have a creamy white color, and are 
rolled in coconut strips, and placed in a banana leaf. These come with muscovado and you 
are supposed to sprinkle it on top of the palitao. A palitao is not complete without 
muscovado. 

Quick T ip 2
 

Before eating anything, if you are uncertain about the exact way of consuming it, this phrase 
will help you. Paano kinakain ito? in English is "How do you eat this?" This is the informal 
form. If you want to be polite, just add the word po: Paano po kinakain ito? 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #42 - SURVIVAL FOR VEGETARIANS IN THE PHILIPPINES 2

FILIPINO

1. Ako ay vegetarian.

2. Hindi ako kumakain ng karne.

3. Hindi ako kumakain ng isda.

4. Hindi ako kumakain ng pusit.

ENGLISH

1. I am vegetarian.

2. I don't eat meat.

3. I don't eat fish.

4. I don't eat squid.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

karne meat noun

vegetarian vegetarian noun

ako I, me pronoun

hindi no, not, don't, can't adverb

nga
particle expressing 

confirmation particle

isda fish noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Ang karne ay sariwa. 
"The meat is fresh."

Ako ay vegetarian sa loob ng tatlong taon. 
"I have been a vegetarian for three 
years."

Ako ay Pilipino. 
"I'm Filipino."

Ako ay si Maria. 
"I'm Maria."

Nakatira ako sa New York. 
"I live in New York."

Hindi ko masundan ang sinasabi mo. 
"I can’t follow what you are saying.”

Sinabi ko ng "Hindi"! 
"I said 'No'!"

Sabi ko na nga ba, siya yon! 
"I knew it, that's her (him)!"

Anong isda yan? 
"What fish is that?"

GRAMMAR

This lesson is not only for all of the vegetarians out there, but it's also for anyone with an 
aversion to a particular food! There are many reasons a person won't eat a particular food, and 
there may be instances when communicating this is necessary. In this lesson, we'll go over 
some phrases to make sure you don't get any unwanted surprises on the plate. 

In Filipino, "I am vegetarian" is Ako ay vegetarian. The first word, Ako, means "I ." Next, we 
have vegetarian, which in English is "Vegetarian" To recap here, we have Ako ay vegetarian. 
This means "I am vegetarian." 

Another way you can communicate that you don't eat a particular food is by saying just that! 

In Filipino, "I don't eat meat" is Hindi ako kumakain ng karne. The first word, Hindi, means "no" 
or "don't." Next, we have Ako kumakain, which in English is "I eat." To recap here, we have 
Hindi ako kumakain. Literally, this means "(I) don't eat." Let's look at the next word, ng karne, 
which means "meat." All together, we have Hindi ako kumakain ng karne. Literally, this means 
"I don't eat meat." 

We can use this sentence pattern for other kinds of food by simply changing just one word! So 
let's look at some other possibilities. Now let's try the phrase with "fish." "I don't eat fish" in 
Filipino is Hindi ako kumakain ng isda. 
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Like the sentence pattern we have used above, if you don't eat squid, just take out the word 
"meat," and replace it with the word "squid." "Squid" in Filipino is pusit.  And "I don't eat 
squid" is Hindi ako kumakain ng pusit. 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #43 - FILIPINO FOR GETTING HELP IN THE PHILIPPINES 2

FILIPINO

1. Tulong!

2. Mamang pulis tulong.

ENGLISH

1. Help!

2. Mr. police officer, please help.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

tulong help expression

pulis police noun

po Word indicating politeness particle

ko my pronoun

nga
particle expressing 

confirmation particle

dito here adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Kailangan ko ng tulong dito. 
"I need some help here."

Tumawag ka ng pulis! Bilis! 
"Call the police! Quick!"

Pakisara po ng bintana. 
"Please close the window."

Ang pangalan ko ay Miko. 
"My name is Miko."
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Ang pangalan ko ay Maria Santos. 
"My name is Maria Santos."

Ang pangalan ko ay Maria. 
"My name is Maria."

Sabi ko na nga ba, siya yon! 
"I knew it, that's her (him)!"

Pakiusap, bawal magsigarilyo dito. 
"Please do not smoke here."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll introduce you to some phrases that hopefully you won't have to use. When 
traveling to the Philippines while the threat of physical violence is not prevalent, one should 
always be careful. In addition, this phrase is not limited to threatening situations, but can also 
be used in the unfortunate event that you or someone around you is in the need of immediate 
assistance. In this lesson, we'll learn how to call for help. 

In Filipino "Help!" is Tulong! 

In Filipino you can call for the police by saying Mamang pulis tulong. The first word mamang is 
a polite word used when addressing someone you have respect for. This is followed by pulis, 
which in English is "police." And followed by tulong which means "help." So to recap here, 
we have Mamang pulis tulong. Literally this means "Mr. police officer please help." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

The most important word that we remember in times of trouble or any unfortunate 
circumstances and the need for support or assistance arises is "help" Filipino tulong! A typical 
Filipino if approaching someone to ask for help the most common phrase to say is pahingi ng 
tulong! which means "please help." 

Quick Tip 2
 

When asking for help you may also use this phrase Kailangan ko ng tulong which means "I 
need help." If you want to sound polite, you may add the polite word po in the phrase 
Kailangan ko po ng tulong. 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #44 - USING FILIPINO TO GET MEDICAL HELP 2

FILIPINO

1. Kailangan ko ng doktor.

2. Kailangan ko ng botika.

3. Pakidala ako sa doktor.

4. Pakidala ako sa botika.

5. Pakitawag ng ambulansya.

ENGLISH

1. I need a doctor.

2. I need a pharmacy.

3. Please take me to the doctor.

4. Please take me to the pharmacy.

5. Please call an ambulance.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

doktor doctor noun

ambulansya ambulance noun

botika pharmacy noun

ospital hospital noun
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kailangan to need verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ako ay isang doktor. 
"I'm a doctor."

May doktor ba dito? 
"Is there a doctor here?"

Nagkaroon ng aksidente, tumawag ng 
ambulansya! 
"There has been an accident, call 
an ambulance!"

Ang botika ay nasa malapit na daan 
lamang. 
"The pharmacy is down the road."

Saan ang pagamutan? 
"Where is the hospital?"

Kailangan ko ng doktor. 
"I need a doctor."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll introduce you to some phrases useful in the case you need medical 
assistance. When traveling sometimes the body takes a little time to adjust, and the immune 
system is no different. So in this lesson, we'll go over some phrases that will help get you to a 
location where you can get medical assistance. We'll start with the phrase "I need a doctor." 

In Filipino "I need a doctor." is Kailangan ko ng doktor. The first word kailangan means 
"need"; "in need." This is followed by ko, which in English is me; I. It is followed by the word 
ng which has no English translation. Then followed by doktor which in English is "doctor." So 
to recap here, we have Kailangan ko ng doktor which means "I need a doctor." 

If things aren't too bad, perhaps you only need to get to a pharmacy. In Filipino "I need a 
pharmacy." is Kailangan ko ng botika. Notice the only thing that changes here is botika, the 
rest is the same. 

Now if you need to get there or would like someone to take you, you can use the following 
phrase. "Please take me to the doctor." which is Pakidala ako sa doktor. The first word pakidala 
means "please take"; "please bring." This is followed by ako, which in English is me"; "I." It is 
followed by sa which means "to." Then followed by doktor which means "doctor." So to recap 
here, we have Pakidala ako sa doktor which means "Please take me to the doctor." 

And of course, for the pharmacy you can just substitute the word for pharmacy and get doctor 
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which is "Please take me to the pharmacy." 

And just for insurance purposes we should cover the phrase, "Please call an ambulance" 
which is Pakitawag ng ambulansya. The first word pakitawag means please call. It is followed 
by ng which has no English translation. This is followed by ambulansya, which in English is 
"ambulance." So to recap here, we have Pakitawag ng ambulansya which means "Please call 
an ambulance." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

In asking for pharmacy like "I need a pharmacy" in Filipino Kailangan ko ng botika. "Please 
take me to the pharmacy" in Filipino Pakidala ako sa botika. If you want to go to the police 
station Pakidala ako sa estasyon ng pulis. 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #45 - EXPLAINING SYMPTOMS IN FILIPINO 2

FILIPINO

1. Masakit ang ulo ko.

2. Masakit ang tiyan ko.

3. May lagnat ako.

4. May trangkaso ako.

5. Barado ang ilong ko.

6. Nagtatae ako.

7. Nasusuka ako.

8. Masakit ang lalamunan ko.

ENGLISH

1. I have a headache.

2. I have a stomachache.

3. I have a fever.

4. I have a cold.

5. I have a stuffed nose.

6. I have diarrhea.

7. I feel nauseous.

CONT'D OVER
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8. I have a sore throat.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

trangkaso a cold noun

ulo head noun

tiyan stomach noun

nagtatae diarrhea noun

masakit hurt, pain, ache adjective

lagnat fever noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ako ay sinipon nung isang linggo. 
"I got a cold last week."

Natamaan ko ang aking ulo! 
"I hit my head!"

May sira ang aking tiyan. 
"There's something wrong with my 
stomach."

Siya ay umuwi sa bahay galing sa paaralan 
dahil sa kanyang pagtatae. 
"He was home from school with 
diarrhea."

Ang aking gulugod ay masakit. 
"My spine aches."

Siya ay nakaratay sa kama na may lagnat. 
"She's in bed with fever."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll work on explaining symptoms so that you can get the proper treatment and 
any medicine you may need. 

In Filipino "I have a headache." is Masakit ang ulo ko. The first word masakit means "pain"; 
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"ache." This is followed by ang, which in Filipino is "the." This is followed by ulo which means 
"head." Then followed by ko which in English means "me" or "I." So to recap here, we have 
Masakit ang ulo ko. Literally this means "I have a headache." 

We'll look at some more phrases with the same pattern; namely, "I have" stays the same and 
only the symptom changes. So let's go over some other symptoms: 
In Filipino the word for "stomach" is tiyan. And the phrase "I have stomachache" is Masakit 
ang tiyan ko. 

In Filipino the word for "throat" is lalamunan. And the phrase "I have sore throat" is Masakit ang 
lalamunan ko. 

In Filipino "I have a fever" is May lagnat ako. The first word may expresses possibility; chance 
or permission. It is followed by lagnat which in English is "fever." Then followed by ako which 
means "me"; "I." 

In Filipino "I have a cold" is May trangkaso ako. The first word may expresses possibility; 
chance or permission. Followed by trangkaso which means "cold." Then followed by ako 
which in English means "me"; "I." So to recap everything we have May trangkaso ako which 
in English means "I have a cold." 

In Filipino "I have a stuffed nose" is Barado ang ilong ko. The first word barado means 
"obstructed," or "clogged." The second word is ang which means "the." Followed by ilong 
which in English means "nose." Then followed by ko which means "me." So to recap 
everything we have barado ang ilong ko which means "I have a stuffed nose." 

The next phrase may be hard to listen to, but if it happens to you, you'll be extremely glad we 
went over it! In Filipino the expression "I have diarrhea" is Nagtatae ako with the word for 
"diarrhea" being nagtatae. 

"I feel nauseous" in Filipino is Nasusuka ako with the word "nauseous" as nasusuka. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

The phrase "I have a cold" in Filipino is May trangkaso ako with the word trangkaso as "cold." 
Don't confuse this word with malamig which refers to cold temperature in Filipino. 
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FILIPINOPOD101.COM  SURVIVAL PHRASES S1 #46 - BUYING MEDICINE IN THE PHILIPPINES 2

FILIPINO

1. Gamot sa trangkaso.

2. Ang pinakamatapang.

ENGLISH

1. Cold medicine, please.

2. The strongest one you have, please.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

gamot medicine noun

trangkaso a cold noun

sa in, to preposition

nagtatae diarrhea noun

ang the article

lagnat fever noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Hindi ako nagdala ng gamot. 
"I didn't bring any medicine."

Ako ay sinipon nung isang linggo. 
"I got a cold last week."
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Mayroon pub, pumasok tayo. 
"There is a pub, let's go in."

Siya ay umuwi sa bahay galing sa paaralan 
dahil sa kanyang pagtatae. 
"He was home from school with 
diarrhea."

OO, gusto ko lalo na ang  Adobo. 
"Yes, I especially love Adobo."

Ang pangalan ko ay Jane Doe. 
"My name is Jane Doe."

Ang langit ay bughaw. 
"The sky is blue."

Siya ay nakaratay sa kama na may lagnat. 
"She's in bed with fever."

GRAMMAR

Nobody knows your body like you! And when it comes to over-the-counter drugs, you may 
know what you need. So in this lesson, we'll cover some basic phrases for asking. Let's start 
with cold medicine. 

In Filipino "Cold medicine please." is Gamot sa trangkaso. The first word gamot means 
"medicine." It is followed by sa, which in Filipino is "to." Followed by trangkaso which means 
"cold." So to recap here, we have Gamot sa trangkaso which means "Cold medicine please." 

You may want the strongest one they have which Filipino is Ang pinakamatapang. 

If you want medicines for a different sickness simply substitute the word for sickness with its 
English word; the rest remains the same. Most sickness and medicine don't have Filipino 
words, so it's okay if you say the sickness in English because the rest of the phrase remains the 
same. 
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FILIPINO

1. Allergic ako sa mani.

2. Allergic ako sa hipon.

3. Allergic ako sa itlog.

4. Allergic ako sa gatas.

5. Allergic ako sa alimasag.

6. Allergic ako sa isda.

7. Inaallergy ako.

ENGLISH

1. I'm allergic to peanuts.

2. I'm allergic to shrimp.

3. I'm allergic to eggs.

4. I'm allergic to milk.

5. I'm allergic to crab.

6. I'm allergic to fish.

7. I'm having an allergic reaction.

VOCABULARY
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Filipino English Class

hipon shrimp noun

gatas milk noun

itlog eggs noun

isda fish noun

alimasag crab noun

sa in, to preposition

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Meron bang hipon sa sabaw? 
"Are there shrimps in the soup?"

Ako ay umiinom ng isang basong gatas 
bago matulog. 
"I drink a glass of milk before I go 
to bed."

Piniprito ng tagaluto ang itlog. 
"The cook fries an egg."

Kailangan natin ng itlog para makagawa 
ng bibingka. 
"We need eggs to do pancakes."

Anong isda yan? 
"What fish is that?"

Magkano ang alimasag? 
"How much is the crab?"

Mayroon pub, pumasok tayo. 
"There is a pub, let's go in."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll cover a phrase that will prove invaluable for those of you with allergic to 
something. Letting other people know about your allergies is vital to a fun and healthy trip. In 
this lesson's phrase we'll go over "I'm allergic to something." 

To start we'll need something that we're allergic to. In some cases, allergies to peanuts can be 
extremely dangerous so let's start there. 
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In Filipino "I am allergic to peanuts." is Allergic ako sa mani. The first word "allergic" doesn't 
have a Filipino translation. The second word ako means "me" or "I." This is followed by sa, 
which in English is "to." This is followed by mani which in English means "peanuts." So to 
recap here, we have Allergic ako sa mani which means "I'm allergic to peanuts." 

Now let's go over some other common allergies. Let's try "shrimp." In Filipino "I am allergic to 
shrimp." is Allergic ako sa hipon. Notice the only thing that changes here is hipon, the rest is 
the same. 

Now let's go over "Im allergic to milk" in Filipino Allergic ako sa gatas. Again, the only thing 
that changes here is the word gatas which means "milk." If you are allergic with eggs, just 
simply replace the word with "eggs." In Filipino "eggs" is itlog. "I'm allergic to eggs" in 
Filipino is Allergic ako sa itlog. If you are allergic to crabs simply substitute with the word for 
"crab," alimasag. If you are allergic to fish, "fish" in Filipino is isda. 

In Filipino "I am having an allergic reaction." is inaallergy ako. The first word inaallergy means 
"having an allergy." This is followed by ako, which in English is "me" or "I." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

Don't take allergies for granted because they can be very dangerous when triggered and will 
put your life in danger if not given a proper medication. In an instance that an allergy has 
occurred and you are in need of an anti-allergy medicine this phrase will help you "Do you 
have an anti-allergy" which in Filipino is Mayroon ka bang anti-allergy? 
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FILIPINO

1. Gusto ko iyan.

2. Gusto ko talaga iyan.

3. Hindi ko gusto iyan.

ENGLISH

1. I like it.

2. I really like it.

3. I don't like it.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

talaga really expression

gusto to like, to want verb

iyan that pronoun

ito this pronoun

sarap delicious adjective

ako I, me pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Gusto ko talaga ang pagkaing ito. 
"I really like this food."

Gusto kong ipadala ito bukas. 
"I would like to send this tomorrow."
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Iyang isang piraso ng keso ay hindi sa iyo. 
"That piece of cheese is not yours."

Kanino ito? 
"Whose is this?"

Ano ito? 
"What's this?"

Ito, pakiusap. 
"This, please."

Itong sabaw ay masarap. 
"This soup is delicious."

Ako ay Pilipino. 
"I'm Filipino."

Ako ay si Maria. 
"I'm Maria."

Nakatira ako sa New York. 
"I live in New York."

GRAMMAR

Lets start off with the most popular phrase in liking something: Gusto ko iyan which is is "I like 
that" in English. 

Another phrase that can be associated with this phrase is Ang sarap talaga which means "It's so 
delicious." 

In expressing extreme likeness, It's Gusto ko talaga iyan which means "I really like it." We can 
also combine the two phrases Gusto ko talaga iyan kase ang sarap talaga which means "I really 
like it because it's delicious." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

There may be times that a particular food is not good enough for your taste buds, so to express 
this say Hindi ko gusto iyan which means "I don't like it." If the food is not delicious, it is called 
hindi masarap in English "It's not delicious." We can also combine the two phrases Hindi ko 
gusto iyan kase hindi masarap which means "I don't like it because it's not delicious." 
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FILIPINO

1. Ano ang panahon bukas?

2. Uulan.

3. Maaraw.

4. May bagyo.

5. Ano ang panahon ngayon?

ENGLISH

1. What will the weather be tomorrow?

2. It will rain.

3. It will be sunny.

4. There is a typhoon.

5. What will the weather be today?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

mainit hot adjective

uulan rain

maaraw sunny adjective

panahon weather noun
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ano what interjection

lamig cold noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ang araw ay pinapainit ang mainit na 
disyerto. 
"The sun is heating the hot desert."

Mainit ba? 
"Is it hot?"

Mukhang uulan ngayon. 
"It looks like it's going to rain 
today."

Maaraw. 
"It's sunny."

Ang panahon ngayon ay maaraw na may 
paminsan-minsang pag-ulap. 
"Today's weather is sunny with 
occasional clouds."

Maaraw ngayon. 
"It's sunny today."

Ano ang lagay ng panahon sa Maynila? 
"What's the weather like in Manila?"

Ano ang panahon bukas ng gabi? 
"What will the weather be tomorrow 
evening?"

Ano ang gusto mong kainin sa almusal? 
"What would you like for 
breakfast?"

Napakalamig pag panahon ng taglamig. 
"It gets really cold in the winter."

GRAMMAR

Whether or not the weather will cooperate is an important question on which many plans are 
made and canceled. in this lesson, we'll cover a phrase that will help you finalize your plans if 
they depend on the weather. 

In Filipino "What will the weather be tomorrow?" is Ano ang panahon bukas? The first word 
ano means "what." This is followed by ang, which in English is "the." Followed by panahon 
which means "weather." Followed by bukas which in English means "tomorrow." So to recap 
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here, we have Ano ang panahon bukas? which means "What will the weather be tomorrow?" 

Let's go the possible answers. In Filipino "It will rain" is uulan. 
In Filipino "It will be sunny" is maaraw. 
In Filipino "There is a typhoon" is May bagyo. 

In case you're somewhere where the weather can change very quickly, in Filipino "What will 
the weather be today?" is Ano ang panahon ngayon? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

In asking someone "What will be the weather tomorrow?," or Ano ang panahon bukas? the 
most common answer would be mainit which means "hot." The Philippines is located in the 
tropics and there are only two seasons, the wet and dry season. 
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FILIPINO

1. Kamusta ka?

2. Ako si Anna.

ENGLISH

1. How do you do?

2. I am Anna.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Ako si... I am... expression

Kamusta Hello, How are you?, How? interjection

ka you (singular) pronoun

ako I, me pronoun

pangalan name noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ako si Alexandra. 
"I am Alexandra."

Kamusta, Maria. 
"Hello, Maria."

Kamusta ka? 
"How are you?"

Nakita ka ni Maria. 
Maria saw you.
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Nakipag kilala ka ba? 
"Did you introduce yourself?”

Pwedeng pakilakasan ang iyong boses? 
"Can you speak louder, please?"

Ako ay Pilipino. 
"I'm Filipino."

Ako ay si Maria. 
"I'm Maria."

Nakatira ako sa New York. 
"I live in New York."

Pwede mo bang isulat ang iyong 
pangalan? 
"Can you write down your name?"

Naaalala mo ba ang pangalan ko? 
"Do you remember my name?"

Ano po ang pangalan nila? 
"What is your name?"

GRAMMAR

There is no impression like the first. In this lesson we'll work on leaving a first impression that 
will last. 

In Filipino "How do you do?" is Kamusta ka. The first word kamusta means "How are things," 
"How are you," "How do you do." This is followed by ka, which in English is "you." So to recap 
here, we have Kamusta ka? which means "how do you do?" 

Now for the next phrase we'll need a name, so I will use mine. 

In Filipino "I am Anna." is Ako si Anna. The first word ako means "me." This is followed by si, 
which in English is "am." So to recap here, we have Ako si Anna which means "I am Anna." 

And finally, "Nice to meet you." In Filipino is also "Nice to meet you." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

There is no Filipino way of saying "Hi" or "hello." "Hi or Hello" in Filipino is still Hi or Hello. 
"Nice meeting you" if translated in Filipino language is Ikinagagalak kitang makilala however 
people don't say that, they will laugh at you If they hear you saying that. If you would like to say 
"nice meeting you" you could say it in English but definitely not in Filipino, If you don't want 
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everyone to laugh at you be cause you will sound funny. 

If you want to ask the other person's name say Ano ang pangalan mo? which means "What is 
your name?" 


